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by 0.1 s. In Trial 5, all 10 tags joined in 10 s, the fastest possible. Trials 1, 2,
3, and 4 all had one window where interfering tags collided in a manner such
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precisely identifying the arrival time difficult. To achieve 15 cm resolution,
direct time-domain UWB recovery would have to sample at 2 Gsps or faster.
In contrast, Harmonium adapts bandstitching to recover UWB signals, using
frequency-stepped commodity narrowband RF frontends to capture successive
chunks of the UWB frequency components. These chunks are combined in
the frequency domain to recover the whole signal, and returned to the time
domain to find the arrival time at each anchor. This approach encodes the
time domain difference in arrival times at different anchors in the phase of the
complex coefficients of the Discrete Fourier transform; if a signal is delayed
byD samples at one anchor with respect to another anchor, then each complex
coefficient of the FFT is multiplied by e
−j2πkD
N , where k is the FFT coefficient
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with low narrowband noise suppression. Finally, UWB sub-sampling tech-
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4.4 ADC Price Versus Sampling Speed. We scrape all 9,716 of the available
ADCs from the well known parts supplier DigiKey and collect the price per
unit for the best bulk rate, discarding products only available in very small
quantities (those with no bulk option available). In (a), it is shown that there
exists a super-linear relationship between price and sampling rate above about
100 Msps, which is required for traditional UWB anchors. (b) shows that a
realistic price break of 100 USD yields a tradeoff of sampling rate vs. dy-
namic range (interference rejection capability) at UWB bandwidths. In addi-
tion, (c) shows that the cost efficiency of ADCs does not currently improve
significantly past a threshold of 100 megasamples per second, yielding an
opportunity for cost-parity parallel bandstitching receiver implementations.
Careful selection of ADC sampling rate and dynamic range is necessary for
cost-effective anchor design. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53
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4.10 Harmonium Static Position Performance. We place Harmonium at fifteen
known locations and capture roughly 40 position estimates at each point. First
we capture the line-of-sight (LOS) base case. Then we evaluate through-wall
performance by occluding the anchors with drywall. Finally, we introduce a
narrowband interferer strong enough to completely knock out a commercial
UWB system and observe Harmonium’s performance. Harmonium exhibits
minor (2 cm) performance degradation in the through-wall case and only 2×
loss in median accuracy in the face of strong narrowband interference, demon-
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tem. Tags are localized by measuring perturbations of the channel impulse re-
sponse observed between anchors situated throughout the environment. Long
integration times are used to increase SNR to a level acceptable to observe
these minute variations. The leading edge of the tag’s CIR corresponds to
the time difference-of-arrival between the direct path between anchors and the
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5.9 An example backscatter channel impulse response taken by Slocalization.
The 30% height of the CIR’s leading edge is used to calculate the ToA of the
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ABSTRACT





For over twenty years, global navigation satellite systems like GPS have provided an in-
valuable navigation, tracking, and time synchronization service that is used by people,
wildlife, and machinery. Unfortunately, the coverage and accuracy of GPS is diminished
or lost when brought indoors since GPS signals experience attenuation and distortion after
passing through and reflecting off of building materials. This disparity in coverage coupled
with growing demands for indoor positioning, navigation, and tracking has led to a plethora
of research in localization technologies. To date, however, no single system has emerged as
a clear solution to the indoor localization and navigation problem because the myriad of po-
tential applications have widely varying performance requirements and design constraints
that no system satisfies. Fortunately, recently-introduced commercial ultra-wideband RF
hardware offers excellent ranging accuracy in difficult indoor settings, but these systems
lack the robustness and simplicity needed for many indoor applications. We claim that an
asymmetric design that separates transmit and receive functions can enable many of the
envisioned applications not currently realizable with an integrated design. This separa-
tion of functionality allows for a flexible architecture which is more robust to the in-band
interference and heavy multipath commonly found in indoor environments.
xxii
In this dissertation, we explore the size, weight, accuracy, and power requirements
imposed on tracked objects (tags) for three broadly representative applications and propose
the design of fixed-location infrastructure (anchors) that accurately and robustly estimate a
tag’s location, while minimizing deployment complexity and adhering to a unified system
architecture. Enabled applications range from 3D tracking of small, fast-moving micro-
quadrotors to 2D personal navigation across indoor maps to tracking objects that remain
stationary for long periods of time with near-zero energy cost. Each application requires
careful measurement of the ultra-wideband channel impulse response, and an augmented
narrowband receiver is proposed to perform these measurements. The key design principle
is to offload implementation complexity to static infrastructure where an increase in cost
and complexity can be more easily absorbed and amortized. Finally, with an eye towards
the future, we explore how the increasingly crowded RF spectrum impacts current ultra-
wideband system design, and propose an alternative architecture that enables improved




The advent of global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) provided a giant leap forward in
providing accurate tracking, navigation and time synchronization in many differing appli-
cation domains. GPS technologies are built into smartphones and cars to aid in navigating
roads, making paper maps obsolete. Similar efficiencies have been brought to the tracking
and navigation of satellites, airplanes, and seafaring vessels. In addition to its uses as a nav-
igational aid, recent efforts have shown that automated control of these vehicles is possible,
allowing for safer waterways, roadways, and skies by minimizing the dangers of inherent
human error.
While GPS provides sufficient tracking capabilities in outdoor environments where few
objects obstruct the sky, indoor environments pose a difficult arena in which GPS sig-
nals undergo significant attenuation and distortion from building materials, humans, equip-
ment, furniture, and other objects present in the environment. As such, personal navigation
through unfamiliar indoor environments usually requires one to fall back to posted maps.
Alternatively, the automated tracking and navigation of indoor robots typically employs the
use of expensive optical scanning technologies or error-prone dead reckoning techniques.
For robotic navigation applications which are unable to afford the cost of expensive op-
tical solutions, a careful consideration of the performance requirements is required. Fur-
thermore, there exists an entire class of objects (assets) whose knowledge of location is
important, yet are left entirely unserved due to stringent requirements on the size, weight,
cost, and power imposed on any affixed hardware. Throughout this dissertation, we will ex-
plore a variety of system design concepts for addressing these and other indoor localization
scenarios.
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Figure 1.1: Figures of Merit for Indoor Localization. A qualitative consideration of
the relative importance of common figures of merit in representative indoor localization
applications, where larger values are considered to be more important. Due to the vast
difference in priorities different tag designs are necessary to meet these requirements, and
the impact of any associated infrastructure should be carefully considered in evaluating the
impact on system deployment.
1.1 A Search Engine for the Physical World
The field of localization covers a wide array of services aimed at providing knowledge of
an object’s physical location. Similar to the internet search engine in the cyber domain,
localization provides answers to physical queries such as “Where are my keys?” or logical
questions such as “In what building am I?” With accurate knowledge of an object’s physical
location, higher-level services like assisted navigation are possible.
Common metrics used to evaluate localization performance are shown in Figure 1.1.
Characteristics of the anchor (localization infrastructure) and tag (the physical object be-
ing tracked) must be considered in evaluating the importance of each metric. In order to
evaluate the importance of each of these metrics in designing a system that achieves indoor
localization, the set of applications to be supported must be considered.
1.2 Motivating Indoor Localization Applications
A number of applications for indoor navigation and tracking have been proposed that have
the potential to greatly impact the way in which we live and interact with the indoor en-
vironment. Smartphone-based navigation of indoor environments would enable the navi-
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gation of unfamiliar environments in much the same way that GPS has revolutionized our
navigation of outdoor spaces.
In the same way that accurate indoor localization will enable a bevy of personal navi-
gation applications, the potential effects of the accurate navigation of autonomous indoor
robots are far-reaching. Automation of industrial warehouses through automated inventory
tracking and transportation is a valuable localization use-case. Forward-thinking applica-
tions such as the aerial delivery of goods throughout the indoor environment, or the aug-
mentation of floor-based indoor robotic systems, have the potential to aid in more and more
facets of everyday living.
Furthermore, extremely low-power “energy harvesting” sensors have received consid-
erable interest due to their ability to offer computing and sensing on battery-less nodes.
These devices harvest energy from a variety of sources in the indoor environment includ-
ing light, radio frequency, and vibration, among others. Their ability to harvest energy from
their surrounding environment allows them to forego battery replacement and allows them
to be placed throughout the indoor environment without being limited to locations where
wired power is available. The potential for small, energy harvesting tags would allow us
to query for the location of our lost keys at the touch of a button or query the location of
inventory in a large warehouse.
Despite the numerous motivating applications of indoor localization, no solution for
high-fidelity indoor localization that satisfies these diverse applications currently exists.
The performance requirements for indoor localization vary greatly based on the applica-
tion, and no system currently exists which is able to meet these widely varying demands.
Therefore, a deeper investigation into the challenges of achieving these performance crite-
ria is required.
1.3 Challenges of Indoor Localization
To date, no system has demonstrated adequate flexibility and performance to support the
wide range of indoor localization applications that have been proposed. Those systems
which are “infrastructure-free” (requiring the addition of no dedicated hardware) typically
have at least one of the following drawbacks which hinder their broader adoption: a) they
require a large training effort b) they are expensive, or c) they are very sensitive to small
changes in the indoor environment. Due to the absence of a broadly usable, infrastructure-
free solution, much effort has been focused on the adoption of infrastructure-based solu-
tions that aim to balance the system’s performance and applicability across the broadest
range of potential applications. However, to date, the widescale adoption of infrastructure-
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based solutions has also remained elusive, perhaps due to the high costs of deployment and
retrofit of hardware necessary to support large scale deployment. We believe that to facili-
tate the widespread adoption of an indoor localization retrofit, the hardware costs must be
low, the system must require minimal setup effort and maintenance, and the architecture
must be flexible enough to support the most common applications of indoor localization.
1.3.1 Indoor Localization Infrastructure Challenges
Major infrastructure-based indoor localization technologies can be divided into three dif-
ferent categories based on the medium used for localization operations. The three media
used for localization are sound, light, and radio frequency (RF).1 Systems that perform lo-
calization using light and sound are at a disadvantage compared to RF localization schemes
due to the prevalence of opaque objects in the indoor environment. However, issues related
to the inaccuracy of RF localization systems has led to the use of sound and light in appli-
cations which require centimeter-level accuracy.
Historically, RF localization methods have been plagued by poor accuracy due to a mis-
match between the time-domain resolution of commodity radio signals to the speed-of-light
propagation of radio signals in air. Angle-of-arrival techniques such as those employed by
optical methods require complex and large beamforming elements which greatly increase
the system’s deployment cost and complexity. Received signal strength (RSSI) techniques
suffer from large errors due to the effects of interference in multipath environments. Time-
domain techniques have typically shown the best performance in static settings, but their
accuracy is limited due to the coarse time-domain resolution afforded by the narrow band-
widths utilized by off-the-shelf radios.
The recent emergence of ultra-wideband2 standards and legislation along with low-
cost, standards-compliant hardware has opened up new opportunities to realize accurate RF
time-based localization techniques. Advertised ranging accuracy of these radios is around
10 cm, potentially enabling the realization of localization systems that are competitive with
the accuracy and performance afforded by sound- and light-based techniques, without many
of the drawbacks of those systems.
1Additional measurements including magnetics or vibration can also be found in indoor localization re-
search, yet they are typically used to augment sound, light, or RF measurements, and are thus considered
irrelevant for the sake of this discussion.
2Radios are considered “ultra-wideband” if their transmissions exceed the lesser of 500 MHz absolute
bandwidth or 20% fractional bandwidth
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1.3.2 Indoor Localization Tag Challenges
Localization applications bring up a wide range of competing design points when consider-
ing metrics such as performance, cost, size, and weight of the burden applied to the object
being tracked. In order to support the widest range of applications, we believe that as much
of the burden as possible should be shifted to fixed infrastructure to simplify the localiza-
tion tag. At the same time, the infrastructure financial and deployment burden must remain
viable to not prohibit widespread adoption and general enough to support a sufficiently
diverse array of localization applications to justify the costs.
Allowable tag power may vary by many orders of magnitude. Similar to wireless sen-
sor networking applications, the tags may choose to utilize high-power, active transceivers
(drawing milliwatts) for fast, fine-grained spatial accuracy, or trade this off for slower up-
date rates with more constrained backscatter links (drawing microwatts). The underlying
system must adopt a flexible localization protocol which is able to support these wide-
ranging tag power requirements, perhaps with attendant trade-offs in accuracy or latency.
In a similar manner, metrics such as tag cost, size, and weight can provide a rich tradeoff
space for the tag’s design. For instance, a consumer-centric asset localization application
may require small, inexpensive tags whereas an industrial asset localization application
may be able to sacrifice node size and weight for higher localization performance. In this
work, we will propose a variety of different tag designs which aim to cover a a diverse set
of indoor localization requirements.
1.4 The CIR and the Bandwidth-Accuracy Tradeoff
The most accurate RF-based localization techniques [29] utilize large amounts of band-
width and attempt to determine position through an accurate determination of the arrival
time of exchanged radio messages. Ultra-wideband techniques achieve the highest accu-
racy in determining time-of-arrival due to their ability to accurately distinguish individual
paths of a multipath propagation that is typical in indoor environments.
Accuracy determines the resolution at which the channel impulse response can be recre-
ated. As such, ultra-wideband techniques have shown the highest accuracy. However, with
a typical UWB channel bandwidth of 500 MHz, many different paths of multipath prop-
agation can be present within the time-domain resolution of the UWB channel’s channel
impulse response.
Figure 1.2 shows the time-domain representation of a typical indoor RF multipath chan-
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Figure 1.2: The Indoor Channel Impulse Response. Graphical depiction and resulting
channel impulse response for a representative indoor multipath environment observed be-
tween a tag and fixed-location infrastructure. A tradeoff occurs between the distinguishable
time-domain accuracy of the line-of-sight path and bandwidth, yielding a direct correlation
to the high accuracy achieved by ultra-wideband localization technologies in complex in-
door multipath environments.
tipath propagation coalesce, and therefore distort, the bandwidth-limited representation of
the RF channel. The amount and magnitude of this distortion is determined by the magni-
tude, phase, and distribution of coalescing multipath on top of the line-of-sight path.
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Figure 1.3: Time-of-Arrival Accuracy vs. Bandwidth. The heavy multipath experi-
enced in indoor RF environments causes difficulty in determining the time-of-arrival for
RF signals, an important metric for characterizing indoor localization performance. Shown
is the average ranging accuracy achievable with the leading line-of-sight time-of-arrival
determination algorithm using the widely-referenced 802.15.4a channel model [62]. Time-
of-arrival accuracy realizes an approximately linear relationship to the amount of utilized
bandwidth past 80 MHz. This is due to the separation of interfering multipath as resolution
increases from a corresponding increase in bandwidth. This has led to much interest in
utilizing large amounts of bandwidth (so-called ”ultra-wideband” channels) to maximize
localization accuracy in indoor environments.
RF-based localization technologies offer the best coverage and cost for indoor envi-
ronments, but they have historically shown poor accuracy in these settings due to difficult
multipath characteristics. The room-level accuracy afforded by narrowband RF localiza-
tion techniques has not been sufficient for fine-grained localization applications, leading
to the utilization of large amounts of RF bandwidth. Figure 1.3 shows the tradeoff be-
tween localization accuracy and utilized bandwidth. Recent developments in commercial
ultra-wideband transceivers have made the sub-meter accuracy required by most indoor lo-
calization applications possible. However, little attention has been placed on the tag cost,




Careful manipulation and segmented measurement of the ultra-wideband channel from dif-
ferent frequencies and vantage points permits flexible and deployable localization systems
with large improvements in achievable tag size, weight, accuracy, and power due to the
large bandwidth and time-domain sparsity of ultra-wideband transmissions along with the
spatial and polarization diversity afforded by multiple, inexpensive antennas.
1.7 Contributions of this Dissertation
We present the design, implementation, and evaluation of a number of architectures that
provide fast and accurate indoor localization with widely varying tag performance capabil-
ities, enabling a number of useful indoor localization applications. The remainder of this
dissertation will describe the concepts, implementation, and evaluation of the capabilities
described in the thesis statement.
In Chapter 2, we begin identifying a number of diverse, motivating applications for in-
door localization, along with the various constraints (accuracy, power, size, weight, update
rate) they impose on the underlying localization system. From this discussion, a number of
performance criteria are identified for each application. These performance criteria, along
with those relating to adoption (system cost, deployability, etc.) are used to evaluate the
suitability of prior RF localization system designs and identify the drawbacks with these
earlier approaches.
Chapter 3 identifies the hardware design choices underlying our RF localization sys-
tem called SurePoint. As the most provisioned localization system architecture described
in this dissertation, each SurePoint node uses a common hardware module with dedicated
radio and microcontroller to hide complex implementation details and provide a simple I2C
interface that exposes raw ranging estimates to the host system. To aid in achieving high
accuracy in indoor environments, SurePoint was designed to operate using commercially-
available ultra-wideband transceivers. To minimize the occurrence of large ranging errors
inherent to multipath-rich environments, three antennas are placed on each node to provide
the option for many, independent measurements. This system and its underlying concepts
were presented at HotWireless’15 [44] and SenSys’16 [42] and is joint work with Pat Pan-
nuto and Prabal Dutta.
In Chapter 4, we identify a number of situations and applications in which the original
hardware design would fail to meet the specified requirements of one of the applications
detailed in Chapter 2. For these situations, we detail modifications to the hardware that
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(c) Direct UWB Tag (d) Backscatter Tag
Figure 1.4: Contributions of this Dissertation. Ultra-wideband techniques and regu-
lations have laid the groundwork for indoor localization with high coverage and accu-
racy. Recent standards have given rise to commercially-available ultra-wideband-compliant
transceivers. However, a number of implementation challenges occur with many motivating
applications of indoor localization. The concepts covered within this dissertation are shown
here, ranging from the detailed analysis of the ultra-wideband channel impulse response,
low-impact methods for its measurement, and various methods for achieving localization
given wide-ranging tag size, weight, accuracy, and power requirements.
would aid in solving these issues. Systems designed with these modifications were pre-
sented at HotWireless’14 [43] and IPSN’16 [45] and is joint work with Pat Pannuto and
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Prabal Dutta. Major issues covered include the design of low-cost, transmit-only tags for
fast object tracking along with potential modifications to the anchor design to make them
less susceptible to narrowband interference.
In Chapter 5, we introduce an energy-harvesting tag design that utilizes ultra-wideband
backscatter modulation to achieve sub-microwatt, batteryless operation. By trading off
update rate for tag power, the system offers a solution for obtaining accurate location es-
timates of rarely-moving objects. Furthermore, a new backscatter receiver design is pre-
sented which is easily implemented on traditional software-defined radios. This work, a
collaboration with Pat Pannuto and Prabal Dutta, has recently been submitted for peer re-
view.
Finally, in Chapter 6, we identify a number of drawbacks of traditional UWB infrastruc-
ture requirements and identify ways in which the drawbacks can be addressed. Specifically,
the concept of UWB flooding is introduced, along with a description of its applicability in
enabling MAC-layer primitives like global time synchronization and multi-tag schedule
coordination. Additionally, its possible use in providing nanosecond-level time synchro-
nization is proposed, and a variety of potential use cases for this new primitive is explored.
These deployment aides were applied to the SurePoint system and presented at SenSys’16.
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CHAPTER 2
Background and Related Work
Localization – the process of determining an object’s absolute, relative, or semantic posi-
tion has experienced a varied past incorporating many different technologies across many
diverse applications without one clear, universal solution. GNSS technologies have pro-
vided absolute, global positioning capabilities in outdoor environments, enabling car-level
navigation, but fall short in providing fast, sub-meter estimates and fail completely in most
indoor environments. For this reason, a myriad of localization technologies and implemen-
tations have been developed to bridge the gap in situations which have demands unfulfilled
by the GNSS approach.
A number of potential applications for accurate localization have been identified in pre-
vious work [15, 56, 61, 70] for both indoor and outdoor settings. Those which are viewed
to be particularly useful are the applications encompassing person navigation through in-
door environments (similar to outdoor vehicular navigation), robotic navigation, and asset
tracking. A number of technologies have been proposed for the purposes of enabling these
applications, and the following sections analyze the applicability of each of these proposed
solutions.
2.1 Quadrotors, Ourselves, and Stuff: Motivating Indoor
Localization
A number of interesting applications which help to drive the development of localization
technologies in environments where GNSS solutions are not feasible are discussed in the
following sections, along with the rough, order-of-magnitude performance requirements
they impose on the underlying localization technology. While these constraints may not be
true for every end-user application, they provide a rough idea of the constraints imposed
on the underlying localization technologies they are based on. A summary of these results
is given in Table 2.1.
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(a) Personal Navigation (b) Robotic Navigation
(c) Asset Tracking
Figure 2.1: Quadrotors, Ourselves, and Stuff: Useful Applications for Indoor Local-
ization. Personal navigation – or the guidance through indoor environments – can reduce
the time required to navigate unfamiliar buildings. Similarly, robotic navigation can allow
for better autonomous navigation of both land and air-based robots through indoor spaces.
Asset tracking – or the localization of one’s stuff – can be used to track inventory in large
industrial warehouses or in the residential setting as an aid in finding lost property. No
one system has yet been proposed which is able to support these diverse applications while
maintaining acceptable impact on size, weight, accuracy, and power of any affixed tags.
Personal Navigation. Personal navigation includes the aided navigation of indoor and
outdoor environments with turn-by-turn directions to reach an intended destination on foot.
Although the problem of outdoor navigation has been primarily solved with GNSS sys-
tems, the problem of personal navigation in indoor environments has yet to find a suitable
solution.
Personal navigation requires absolute positioning capabilities with an approximately
1 m accuracy and 1 Hz update rate in order to easily navigate indoor spaces to doorway-
level accuracy. With an intended end-user augmentation of the conventional smart phone,
tag power and size constraints can be fairly relaxed, at around 1 W of active power and
5 cm3 of standalone volume.
Robotic Navigation. Robotic navigation applications include the autonomous navi-
gation of a variety of robotic vehicles throughout the indoor environment, including such
platforms as the Roomba vacuum cleaner in residential settings, remote presence robots
such as the RP-VITA, or the navigation of aerial vehicles. Unfortunately, the size, weight,
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power, and accuracy requirements for robotic navigation can vary widely, so a select few
case studies have been selected for analysis in this section.
Under consideration are the applications of flying micro-quadrotors and land-based
robotic navigation. These have more stringent accuracy requirements (approximately 10 cm)
than personal navigation, while update rate requirements can vary widely. In the case of
land-based robotic navigation, order-Hz update rates are more than sufficient, whereas fly-
ing objects need order-10 Hz update rate in order to carefully navigate throughout the
indoor environment without concern. While again application-dependent, tag power and
size should be kept below 100 mW and 5 cm3, respectively.
Asset Tracking. Real-time asset tracking is valuable in a wide range of applications
including industrial manufacturing plants and warehouses, along with finding valuable or
often-misplaced personal effects, to name a few. The performance criteria for these applica-
tions can vary greatly from those applications discussed so far, as most assets are typically
stationary for significant periods of time. This decreases the required position update rate,
but decreases the per-unit price and power target for the tracking of (potentially many)
assets.
2.2 Performance Criteria for Localization Technology
Table 2.1 lists rough, order-of-magnitude performance criteria requirements for the appli-
cations mentioned in the last section. These performance criteria will change on a case-by-
case basis, but these requirements will guide the design and selection of enabling technolo-
gies in these widely-varying application domains.
For the purposes of discussion in this dissertation, we will focus on the major issues of
tag power, localization accuracy, and tag integrability for each of the identified localization
application domains.
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Performance Metric Personal Navigation Robotic Navigation Asset Tracking
Accuracy [70] 1 m 10 cm 1 m
Update Rate 1 Hz 10 Hz 0.001 Hz
Tag Power 1 W 100 mW 1 µW
Tag Size 10 cm3 5 cm3 1 cm3
Table 2.1: Performance Criteria for Personal Navigation, Robotic Navigation, and As-
set Tracking Applications. These wide-ranging yet useful applications impose stringent
criteria on specific localization performance metrics. In order to aid in its adoption, any de-
ployed hardware must be able to support the operations and analyses required to attain the
level of performance presented here. Estimates of update rate, tag power, and size take into
account the relative mobility and burden allowable for the constrained use-cases identified
in this dissertation.
2.3 Suitability of Current Localization Technologies
Localization technologies are a well-studied topic with immeasurable research spanning
many different domains. The most well-studied domains include that of optical, acoustic,
narrowband RF and ultra-wideband RF techniques. While localization using different me-
dia including magnetics and inertial measurements have been studied, their applicability
has been severely limited due to their inaccuracies and susceptibility to change in dynamic
environments.
The following sections detail the strengths and weaknesses of localization utilizing each
medium, along with their applicability to each of the application domains described above.
2.3.1 Optical Localization
Optical localization technologies utilize light (or near-field infrared) to locate an object
with recognizable optical characteristics. Passive techniques such as those used by mo-
tion capture systems utilize retroreflective markers which are identified by cameras located
throughout the environment [65, 84]. At least two cameras are necessary to track an object
in three dimensions with localization operations being based on triangulation. The accuracy
of motion capture systems is typically less than one millimeter, and are used extensively
and primarily in the film industry due to their high accuracy and responsiveness but high
system cost.
Situations in which the tag is active give rise to a different class of optical localization
technologies. Examples of active optical localization tags include those which track based
on emission of light [48], or those which utilize a camera to identify optical ‘anchors’ with
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(a) Optical Motion Capture (b) Visual SLAM (c) Optical Beacon
Figure 2.2: Optical Localization Methodologies. Many localization technologies have
been developed which utilize light-based sensing to determine an object’s position. Optical
motion capture tracks reflective markers using stationary cameras. Optical beacon tech-
niques determine position by tracking markers placed throughout the environment with a
camera affixed to the object being tracked. VSLAM techniques determine position through
an analysis of the optical characteristics of the environment itself. Optical techniques are
often expensive or high-power, limiting their applicability to many consumer-centric appli-
cations.
known locations posted throughout the environment [68].
Optical localization technologies meet many of the performance criteria provided in
the last section, but have a few distinctive disadvantages compared to other localization
methodologies. First, optical techniques require line-of-sight between the tag and sur-
rounding environment. Any occlusions of the tag being tracked result in the inability to
update the tag’s location. Second, those systems which support passive tags (i.e. low-to-no
power) are typically unable to uniquely identify the tag being localized. If the passive tag
is to go out of sight, the newly-acquired tag cannot be uniquely identified. Lastly, optical
localization technologies are expensive, requiring the use of calibrated cameras to perform
localization operations.
2.3.2 Narrowband RF Localization
RF localization techniques (both narrowband and wideband) benefit from the ability of RF
to propagate through many objects which are visually and acoustically opaque. This allows
for greater coverage and less infrastructure requirements when compared to the acoustic
and optical localization technologies covered so far.
Narrowband RF techniques also benefit from a ubiquitous presence in electronic de-
vices today. Narrowband transceivers typically follow a common architecture, allowing for
minimal (to no) modifications to current transceiver design in order to support the mea-
surements necessary for RF localization tasks. A majority of the techniques used for nar-








Figure 2.3: Narrowband Localization Methodologies. A large bevy of research has been
performed on achieving accurate indoor localization utilizing existing narrowband archi-
tectures. Without the use of complex electronics (beamforming) or requiring movement to
inform time-domain analysis, narrowband techniques do not have adequate time resolution
to inform high accuracy measurements in multipath-rich environments.
fingerprint-based, and those which utilize time-of-flight.
Heavy multipath present in many indoor environments significantly affects the qual-
ity of localization estimates provided by narrowband approaches. This is due to the limited
time-domain resolution of narrowband signals (2 meters or more). Time-based narrowband
approaches are thus unable to reliably achieve better than 1 meter accuracy in indoor envi-
ronments [93]. RSSI-based schemes provide worse performance based on their inability to
separate the effects of multipath from that of the line-of-sight path. Fingerprinting-based
schemes have shown better performance than their other narrowband counterparts, but re-
quire the use of large amounts of training data and are invariably prone to inaccuracies due
to dynamic changes in the indoor environment.
Some systems have attempted to improve accuracy through the combination of multiple
techniques [6] or the fusion of many sensing modalities [47] yet this tends to add significant
complexity with minimal benefit. Advanced phase-based multi-antenna techniques [94,
96] have also been demonstrated to improve narrowband performance in indoor settings
but are bulky and complex. Further systems have attempted to forego the estimation of
geoposition in favor of semantic localization [13, 20], movement detection [1], or drawing
in thin air [87], all alternative forms of localization not covered in this dissertation.
2.3.3 Acoustic/Ultrasonic Localization
Acoustic localization techniques utilize many of the same principles as their narrowband








Figure 2.4: Acoustic Localization Methodologies. Localization technologies utilizing
acoustic techniques have been gaining popularity due to the prevalence of acoustic trans-
ducers in smartphones. Various techniques have been proposed including near-ultrasonic
geopositioning with time-of-flight to echolocation approaches which calculate position
based on the expected echo “fingerprint” of the surrounding environment. However, tag
cost and the coverage afforded by these acoustic approaches have limited their applicabil-
ity.
propagation speed of sound through air. With a propagation speed of approximately 340 m/s,
a bandwidth of only 340 Hz is required to obtain a channel impulse response resolution of
one meter, while many systems take advantage of several kilohertz of acoustic bandwidth
while performing localization operations.
Figure 2.4 shows a selection of ultrasonic platforms for indoor localization which span
the three techniques used for performing localization in the acoustic setting. Passive ul-
trasonic techniques [51, 66] employ acoustic receivers at the tag which calculate time dif-
ference measurements of transmissions coming from anchors situated throughout the envi-
ronment. Active techniques [88] generate range estimates by employing a 2-way ranging
protocol, adding the requirement of ultrasonic transmission at each tag. Finally, echoloca-
tion approaches [78] are anchor-less, and calculate position based on the expected acoustic
channel impulse response of the surrounding environment.
Acoustic localization systems occupying the audible bands are often undesirable due
to their impact on the perceived acoustic environment, so ultrasonic techniques have his-
torically received the most attention. However, as with optical techniques, the acoustic
environment is easily occluded, leading to decreased coverage and the need for many an-
chors in dense indoor environments. Also, acoustic localization schemes have not been
able to achieve ultra low-power operation and are comparatively bulky, limiting their use






Figure 2.5: Localization-Capable UWB Transceivers. Commercial UWB localization
platforms have been around for decades, yet only target the industrial domain due to the
high cost of custom hardware required for their use. Recently, the DW1000 has been intro-
duced which is the first off-the-shelf UWB transceiver targeting the localization domain,
yet has limitations to its applicability and is too costly for high-volume localization appli-
cations.
2.3.4 Ultra-Wideband RF Localization
In order to bridge the gap between the spatial resolution of narrowband RF (>2 m) and that
of acoustic techniques (<10 cm), further localization technologies have moved toward the
adoption of large RF bandwidths (>500-1000+ MHz). This can yield spatial resolutions
on the order of those achievable with acoustic techniques, but with the advantage of easier,
unobtrusive adoption into current electronic systems and less obstructions due to “opaque”
objects situated throughout the environment.
Regulations enacted over the last 15 years [25, 39] have enabled the use of ultra-
wideband transmitters at low transmit power levels, enabling the realization of high fidelity
localization in indoor environments without any significant effect on narrowband radios
occupying the same spectrum. The adoption of ultra-wideband techniques has, however,
been slow due to the high price target of current end-to-end localization systems and an
inability to adequately handle the destructive effects of narrowband interference.
A variety of different techniques to utilize UWB bandwidths have been studied in the
past [82, 90, 91]. Industrial applications have been using costly, custom-built UWB local-
ization systems [21, 81] for many years. The custom-built and high-power nature of these
systems has limited their general applicability beyond that of defense and industry. Other
systems have improved localization accuracy by leveraging multiple ISM bands across
large bandwidths [82]. Finally, the WASP system [71] did not achieve UWB-level band-
widths, but demonstrated the ability to perform bandstitching across successive narrowband
bandwidths, a technique leveraged by Harmonium in Chapter 4.
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2.3.5 Magnetic Localization
The magnetic medium has seen widespread interest in its ability to provide localization
capabilities due to Earth’s permeating geomagnetic field [46]. However, these approaches
are only able to achieve room-level accuracy due to distortions in the magnetic field due
to building materials and rely on large amounts of training effort to identify the building’s
characteristic footprint.
Attenuation (dB)
Material 2.4 GHz 5.8 GHz
Interior drywall 3-4 3-5
Cubicle wall 2-5 4-9
Wood door (hollow – solid 3-4 6-7
Brick/concrete wall 6-18 10-30
Glass/window (not tinted) 2-3 6-8
Double-pane coated glass 13 20
Bullet-proof glass 10 20
Steel/fire exit door 13-19 25-32
Table 2.2: Coverage Aspects of RF Localization Technologies. Many building materials
commonly found in indoor environments are transparent to RF energy. For this reason,
RF-based localization technologies achieve much higher coverage and infrastructure can
be unobtrusively deployed (e.g. behind drywall) in comparison to other localization media
such as light and sound [41].
2.4 UWB RF: Accurate Localization with High Coverage
Of the technologies discussed in the previous section, ultra-wideband localization systems
provide the best application coverage with a reasonable per-unit cost and minimal infras-
tructure requirements. This is due to the wide coverage capabilities in indoor environments,
unobtrusive integration into pre-existing electronic systems, and the high time-domain res-
olution of ultra-wideband signals. For this reason, UWB localization algorithms have relied
on time-of-arrival measurement for localizing tags.
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2.4.1 UWB Localization Algorithms
Depending on the problem formulation, a number of different techniques can be used to
determine a tag’s position given UWB transmit and/or receive timing information. Most
techniques require the use of fixed-location infrastructure to frame position estimates in a
specific coordinate frame.
Trilateration can be used to calculate a tag’s position based on range estimates to nearby
infrastructure (tags with receive and transmit functionality). Multilateration is used when
only receive timing information is known at the anchors (transmit-only tags). Other time-
difference techniques can be utilized for reflector-based designs (backscatter tags). These
algorithms are well-known, and have been studied extensively in prior literature.
The remainder of this section will explore the technology space, identify shortcomings
of the technology in its current state, and propose the design of ultra-wideband hardware
which is able to best cover the applications proposed so far.
2.4.2 State-of-the-Art
Ultra-wideband localization has a storied past, spanning many different methods and com-
mercial realizations which have been met with moderate success. An analysis of what has
been performed in the past along with an identification of the pitfalls of the approaches
taken so far will help to guide the design of systems with wider deployability and applica-
bility in the future.
Commercial ultra-wideband techniques have primarily targeted industrial applications
due to the requirement of custom hardware at each node. Companies such as Time Do-
main [21] and Ubisense [81] are the major players in the UWB indoor localization space.
Due to the custom hardware utilized in these systems, per-unit prices are high, limiting
their applicability in consumer-facing application domains.
The advent of commodity ultra-wideband radios has shifted the tables for the realization
of ultra-wideband localization systems in consumer-oriented environments. The DW1000
IC [18], while too expensive and high-power for some applications, provides some in-
sights on the eventual hardware requirements for an all-encompassing anchor design. The
DW1000 is able to provide channel impulse response measurements, provides analyses of
these measurements, and has the capability to perform data communication between radios
as well.
A myriad of research has brought forth different architectures and techniques for the
realization of UWB localization [24, 53], however few to none of these systems has shown
adequate performance at a low price point. The following section will detail the issues
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faced by the current state-of-the-art.
2.4.3 Limitations of State-of-the-Art
Despite the commercial realization of ultra-wideband localization technologies, a few lim-
itations still exist which has greatly hindered their widespread adoption. First, the systems
are predominantly expensive, hindering their adoption in residential settings. Secondly,
the systems are sensitive to narrowband interference, potentially causing service outages
in cases where other (licensed or unlicensed) emitters of narrowband radiation are present.
Third, these systems provide little flexibility in the tag design, alienating applications which
have constrained size, weight, and power (SWaP) requirements. Lastly, the systems have no
support for wireless synchronization primitives which will be necessary to aid in realistic
deployments.
The following chapters will detail the work performed (or proposed) to address these
limitations. A deep analysis of the ultra-wideband channel impulse response and the meth-
ods to obtain its approximation will guide the design decisions made.
2.4.4 Bandwidth/Time Resolution Duality
As discussed in Section 2.4.2, a direct measurement of the ultra-wideband channel impulse
response is difficult due to the limited time-domain resolution of ultra-wideband transmis-
sions. This has lead us to pursue other methods of its capture.
One observation is that of the time/frequency duality exhibited through the Fourier
and inverse-Fourier transformations [36]. This states that if a signal’s frequency-domain
Fourier coefficients are known, the corresponding time-domain signal can be reconstructed.
So-called ‘bandstitching’ techniques have been used in the past [72] to cover multiple ad-
jacent ISM bands to increase time-domain resolution. Through an extension to the UWB
domain, this allows for a significant reduction in the complexity of the ultra-wideband re-
ceiver.
Furthermore, bandstitching is designed to utilize well-known narrowband receiver de-
sign techniques which are simpler and less costly to implement. The bandstitching results
described in the following sections are obtained using off-the-shelf software-defined radios

















Figure 2.6: Principles of UWB Infrastructure-Based Time-of-Arrival Localization. In-
frastructure is situated throughout the observation area and used to measure the time-of-
arrival of ultra-wideband signals. The timing of these signals is used to determine the
position of tags using a variety of different techniques, depending on the type of tag. (a)
Transmit-only tags require the use of multilateration techniques to determine the tag’s lo-
cation using the time difference-of-arrival of the tag’s transmissions across all receiving an-
chors. (b) Tags which also incorporate UWB receivers are able to calculate the round-trip
time-of-flight of exchanged packets with surrounding anchors to generate range estimates
necessary for localization via trilateration. (c) Finally, backscatter localization schemes
measure reflections of UWB signals transferred between anchors to determine a tag’s loca-
tion via the intersection of ellipsoids.
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Figure 2.7: Reducing the Burden of UWB Reception. Illustration of time- and frequency-
segmentation techniques which can be leveraged to reduce the ADC speed required for
UWB time-of-arrival estimation. By sampling at a rate just below the transmitted pulse
repetition frequency, a time-stretched representation of the received signal can be recon-
structed at a time resolution equivalent to a direct sampling approach. Alternatively, fre-
quency segmentation can be used to construct the equivalent time-domain representation
by successively sampling different bandwidths, stitching them together in the frequency




Indoor localization has exhibited a storied past, showing widely varying performance across
a variety of localization media. For the purposes of discussion in this dissertation, we have
chosen the RF medium, as it has shown high market penetration and high coverage in
crowded, indoor environments. Within the spectrum of RF techniques, ultra-wideband
methodologies have been the only techniques shown to achieve the sub-meter position de-
termination performance required in many indoor localization applications.
Ultra-wideband technologies have not yet seen widespread adoption due to the inflex-
ibility and tailored design of current UWB localization hardware along with the systems
built around them. The following sections will explore three indoor localization applica-
tions with widely-varying tag requirements, the inadequate coverage of these applications
with current solutions, and candidate solutions to the issues identified. Finally, we discuss
ways in which ultra-wideband infrastructure can be more easily integrated in with existing
hardware along with techniques aimed at reducing the burden of their deployment.
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CHAPTER 3
SurePoint: Enabling Personal Navigation in
Crowded, Indoor Environments
The realization of an accurate and responsive personal indoor navigation system will allow
for the assisted navigation through indoor environments in a manner similar to that which
GPS has enabled to date. Upon entering an unknown indoor environment, turn-by-turn
directions to an unfamiliar destination could be given if a map of the environment and the
user’s location are known.
The smartphone provides a reasonable target platform for indoor use due to its perva-
siveness and extensive use in similar outdoor scenarios. Smartphones use order Watts to
power their global navigation receivers, providing a target power budget for a switch to
indoor navigation. Accuracy must exceed one meter to achieve doorway-level resolution,
and the infrastructure costs must be minimal to aid in its adoption.
The SurePoint system has been architected for the realization of accurate personal in-
door navigation. In order to minimize system cost, it leverages the DecaWave DW1000
UWB transceiver, which provides communication and time-of-arrival primitives necessary
for time-of-flight based localization schemes. The remaining sections in this chapter dis-
cuss the SurePoint system implementation along with design decisions which have been
made to improve system localization accuracy and minimize latency.
3.1 The Flexible TriPoint Module
A standalone module was developed to provide an abstraction for localization operations.
The module integrates a commodity microcontroller, the DW1000 transceiver, an RF switch,
and power conditioning circuitry to provide a drop-in module for orchestrating and gener-
ating localization-centric measurements. The module is developed as a castellated package
to allow for direct surface-mount soldering to a user’s PCB. The following sections detail
the use and necessity of each of the components used on the TriPoint module.
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(a) TriPoint module (b) TriTag carrier board
(c) TriDev Calibration Board
Figure 3.1: SurePoint Hardware. (a) shows the TriPoint module, a solder-on device that
implements the SurePoint system and exposes location information over an I2C interface.
In (b), TriPoint is soldered onto a carrier board that includes a BLE interface. (c) shows
the TriDev calibration board, allowing temporary TriTag connection to SMA antennas (pic-
tured) or direct coaxial connection for multipath-free calibration measurements.
3.1.1 Commercial UWB Transceiver
The DecaWave DW1000 UWB transceiver provides the capability to send and receive
802.15.4a packets as well as the ability to measure the precise arrival time of these packets.
During the preamble portion of each packet received, the transceiver constructs its repre-
sentation of the ultra-wideband channel impulse response. From this representation, the
CIR’s leading edge is calculated and used as the best-guess estimate for the packet’s arrival
time. All packet data and timestamps are made available to an external microcontroller via
a dedicated SPI bus.
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Command Description
Info Read the TriPoint identifier and version number.
Config Configure tag and anchor options.
Read Interrupt Query the Harmonium for the interrupt reason.
Do Range If not periodically ranging, initiate a ranging event.
Sleep Put the TriPoint in sleep mode.
Resume Wake the TriPoint and resume previous operation.
Set Location For anchors, configure their location.
Read Calibration Read the calibration constants for this TriPoint.
Table 3.1: I2C Interface to TriPoint.
3.1.2 Dedicated MCU for Protocol Orchestration
The DW1000 UWB transceiver provides necessary but insufficient capabilities for provid-
ing position estimation. For instance, in a simple two-way time-of-flight ranging appli-
cation, a total of three packets must be passed between nodes in order to ameliorate bias
due to unsynchronized node clocks. For this reason, a separate microcontroller has been
added to the TriPoint system to control the transceiver and orchestrate the communications
required for the desired localization application.
The STM32F031G6U6 [74] was selected due to its cost (1 USD @ 3k quantity), perfor-
mance (48 MHz ARM M0), and available peripherals (SPI, I2C, GPIO). The MCU orches-
trates ranging operations with nearby anchors through communication with the DW1000
transceiver via SPI. A generic I2C interface is made available to provide a generic abstrac-
tion layer to the higher-level system in which the TriPoint module is placed.
3.1.3 TriPoint I2C Interface
The TriPoint module provides an I2C interface plus an interrupt line for configuration and
location updates. A set of commands, briefly highlighted in Table 3.1, are defined as I2C
read and writes to configure and control the TriPoint module, including a command to set
the node as an anchor or tag. To simplify the requirements of the application microcon-
troller, TriPoint is exclusively an I2C slave. To allow TriPoint to notify the application
MCU that a location is available or other event, the interface also includes an interrupt line,
which when asserted the application processor can issue a “Read Interrupt” command to
query the source of the interrupt.
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(a) TriTag with smartphone (b) Base SurePoint smartphone UI
Figure 3.2: TriTag Interfaces with Smartphones. TriTag is designed to be an acces-
sory for smartphones that provides localization for users, and the user’s current position is
displayed on the phone in a UI similar to the one shown in Figure 3.2b.
3.1.4 TriTag Carrier Board
TriTag, shown in Figure 3.1b, is an example of a carrier board that leverages the TriPoint
module for localization. On the top side is the module plus three surface mount UWB
antennas, and the reverse side of the board contains a Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) radio.
TriTag is designed to interface with smartphones to provide handheld localization for users,
and Figure 3.2a shows how the system can be a smartphone accessory.
3.1.5 Antenna Diversity for Multiple CIR Observations
In order to obtain accurate time-of-flight measurements, the line-of-sight path must be ob-
served between the nodes participating in the message exchange. Nulls in the antenna
gain pattern are an inevitability, which will significantly affect ranging performance if the
line-of-sight path happens to fall into one of the antenna’s nulls. For this reason, the Tri-
Point module leverages an RF switch to select between three antennas in order to avoid the
deleterious effects of antenna nulls on localization performance.
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Figure 3.3: UWB PCB Antenna Performance. Measured antenna radiation patterns for
the antenna used in our implementation at 3.4 GHz from Azim, et al. in the xz- and yz-
planes, respectively [3]. Significant attenuation can be seen in cross-polarization orien-
tations along with certain orientations in the co-polarized xz-plane, which can delay the
























































































(d) ToA Error at 10% Height
Figure 3.4: Super-Resolution ToA Distortion. The effect on perceived time-of-arrival
with two paths of equal amplitude, varying the time and phase of the second propagation
path. Both positive and negative ToA bias can be observed depending on the phase and
arrival time of the second propagation path. Negative ToA bias occurs from amplitude
bias incurred during normalization operations applied with the chosen IFT-based super-
resolution approach. Other super-resolution techniques have been proposed which achieve
worse average-case ToA error [38] due to their inability to accurately fit a model to complex
CIR observations. 30
Figure 3.5: Narrowband Diversity. Circular switched-antenna array for spatial and polar-
ization diversity measurements in a narrowband environment. This design is composed of
a 1x64 RF switch connected to 30 dual-band PCB antennas, arranged in a circular orienta-
tion, and attached to a USRP1 platform. Beyond its use in UWB settings, antenna diversity
in narrowband settings can greatly improve ToA estimation issues that plague bandwidth-
limited, commodity localization system designs.
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3.2 Need for Diversity in Multipath-Rich Environments
Beyond the reasons of avoiding inaccuracies due to antenna nulls cited in the previous
section, additional independent observations of the RF channel can further improve time-
of-arrival estimation over that of a single observation [55, 90]. Distortions in the perceived
first path arrival time can be caused by multipath occurring directly after the line-of-sight
path. The effects of these distortions is based on the magnitude, phase, and arrival time of
the following multipath. Figure 3.4 shows the distortion in perceived time-of-arrival for a
two-path scenario, varying the phase and arrival time of the second propagation path.
Additional, independent measurements can help to avoid the large deviations seen in
any single range measurement. These independent measurements can come from diversity
in space, polarization, or frequency. SurePoint measures range across every combination
of tag antenna, anchor antenna, and RF channel available to get a total of 27 different range
measurements. Assuming the range error distribution follows the approximate shape of
that obtained from simulation, SurePoint takes the 10th percentile estimate over these 27
different observations to come up with the true estimate of time-of-arrival.
3.3 Efficiently Measuring Many, Independent Range Ob-
servations
A naı̈ve approach to obtaining these 27 different observations would require the exchange
of 27 × 3 = 81 packets assuming a typical two-way time-of-flight exchange for each
observation. This has a significant impact on the speed and latency of the system’s location
estimation capabilities, so a custom protocol has been designed to improve the maximum
attainable update rate without sacrificing localization performance.
Figure 3.6 shows the protocol employed by SurePoint to minimize the number of packet
transmissions, and therefore maximize the system’s maximum attainable position update
rate. The protocol starts with a series of 27 one-way transmissions across each independent
antenna and channel combination.
Next, a two-way time-of-flight exchange is performed to calculate the clock offset be-
tween the tag and any nodes participating in ranging operations. This consists of a final
one-way transmission followed by a contention window for responding nodes. The relative
time-of-arrival offset between each of the preceding one-way ToA measurements can then
be back-calculated based on the newly-synchronized timing information.
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3.3.1 DW1000 Calibration
One of the most challenging aspects of the DW1000 is that each chip requires calibration
of both the intrinsic transmit delay and receive delay that is custom to each chip [17].
Unfortunately, some settings such as the transmit power level change this delay constant,
so calibration must be collected for all possible radio configurations.
In order to produce an accurate calibration estimate, any deleterious effects of multipath
must be sidestepped to compare the time-of-flight delays to a known, distortion-free range.
This either requires the use of an anechoic chamber (costly) or a production-time hard-
wired calibration procedure. Harmonium utilizes a production-time calibration procedure
to measure the RX and TX delays of each TriPoint module through temporary use of the
TriDev board, which allows for direct-to-SMA characterization measurements.
To facilitate calibration, we design the TriDev board with spring-loaded pins. The
castellated headers allow simply inserting the TriPoint module, running calibration, and
recording it to the onboard flash memory. A central database of calibration values is kept
for the purposes of reprogramming at a later date.
The calibration procedure starts with the production of a reference node with known
TX+RX delays for each channel. This is produced in a round-robin manner with two other
TriPoint modules. Range estimates are produced for each pairing of the three nodes (A to
B, B to C, A to C). The true range (including all cabling) is subtracted from these range
estimates. This gives a series of linear equations (tAB = tA,error+ tB,error, tBC = tB,error+
tC,error, tAC = tA,error + tC,error) which can be solved for tA,error = (tAB + tAC − tBC)/2.
tA,error consists of the sum of the transmit and receive delays for each of the reference
node’s channels. Subsequent nodes can compute tX,error from any additional error observed
while performing calibration measurements with the reference node.
These measurements are sufficient for single-channel two-way time-of-flight calibra-
tion. However, for the Harmonium ranging protocol, these time delays must be broken out
into RX and TX delays for each channel independently. This would require the measure-
ment of true TX and RX delays for the reference node. However, this is not possible without
the use of a high-speed oscilloscope and fine-grained introspection into the DW1000’s in-
ner architecture. Instead, we choose to again reference each channel’s RX and TX delays
to the reference node by setting the reference node’s transmit delays to zero. This results
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in N2 pairings of RX+TX delays for each {TX channel, RX channel} combination
tA1 + rA1 tA2 + rA1 tA3 + rA1
tA1 + rA2 tA2 + rA2 tA3 + rA2
tA1 + rA3 tA2 + rA3 tA3 + rA3

which is used as the true calibration data loaded onto each node. The arbitrary TX delay =
0 setting for the reference node introduces
0 tR2 − tR1 tR3 − tR1
tR1 − tR2 0 tR3 − tR2
tR1 − tR3 tR2 − tR3 0

of error to each node’s calibration which gets factored out when performing two-way rang-
ing between two nodes calibrated to the same reference node, as the full two-way ranging
calculation uses a sum of elements across the diagonal. These calibration values are stored
in the TriPoint module’s flash, hiding this implementation complexity. This system is ro-
bust to loss or failure of the reference node as well, as a second reference node can be




























































































































Figure 3.6: SurePoint Ranging Protocol. SurePoint is able to leverage antenna diversity
without significantly impacting position update rate. The protocol starts with a series of 27
broadcast transmissions from the tag for each combination of tag antenna, anchor antenna,
and RF channel. The inter-packet time-of-arrival data collected from this sequence pro-
vides information on the difference between all range estimates throughout the sequence.
Finally, a two-way time-of-flight handshake is sent to determine the true range estimate for
the first configuration—a total of 28 POLL messages. The offset between the first and last
poll message is used to calculate the crystal frequency offset between the tag and anchor.
From the first measurement, the time offset between the tag and anchor is known, lead-
ing to estimates of range for the other 26 combinations from the initial difference-based
measurements.
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3.4 From Ranging to Localization
Figure 3.7: 2D Trilateration. In two dimensions, each range estimate between tag and
anchor gives a circle of possible locations. With two anchors, the circles intersect in two
locations, requiring a third anchor to disambiguate the tag position. In general, trilateration
requires one more anchor than the number of dimensions. Thus to resolve position in 3D,
SurePoint requires range estimates to four anchors.
To localize nodes, SurePoint measures the pairwise distance between the mobile tags
and a network of anchors with known, fixed locations. From our previous discussion on
the impact of diversity, however, we find that range estimates improve significantly with
multiple, diverse measurements. Doing a full diversity handshake between the tag and each
anchor is prohibitively expensive. Instead, in this section we describe an efficient broadcast
ranging protocol that adds minimal overhead for every additional pairwise range.
3.4.1 SurePoint Ranging Protocol (Figure 3.6)
Per the discussion in section 3.2, Harmonium requires the calculation of 27 range estimates
per anchor. If one were to calculate range estimates using a traditional two-way time-of-
flight (TW-ToF) approach, this would result in a minimum of 27 × 4 × 2 = 216 packet
transmissions.
In order to reduce the number of packets required to leverage the additional diversity,
SurePoint developed the original broadcast ranging protocol which we describe here [44].
We improve upon this protocol by adding much-needed robustness. In our original Sure-
Point experiments, a tag is placed in an environment with 16 anchors, yet only hears from
an average of 4 each round and 9 in the best round. In contrast, SurePoint hears responses
from 7.3 of the 9 deployed anchors on average.
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Harmonium applies two optimizations to greatly reduce the number of transmissions
required to integrate antenna and frequency diversity between Harmonium nodes. The first
optimization aims to reduce the number of required tag to infrastructure transmissions. A
naı̈ve implementation would require 27 × N unicast transmissions between tag and infras-
tructure to satisfy the poll phase of the traditional two-way time-of-flight ranging protocol.
This is instead grouped into a single sequence of 27 broadcast transmissions from the tag
which are unequivocally received by all nearby infrastructure.
The second optimization utilizes the properties of reciprocity to reduce the number of
responses from each anchor from 27 to 1. The time difference of the remaining 26 is
already known from the initial observed broadcast sequence. The received time-of-arrival
is instead contained in this final ranging response packet for later back-calculation. The
antenna which is used by each anchor in sending their response is chosen heuristically to
be the antenna which received the most number of packet broadcasts from the tag during
the ranging broadcast sequence round.
At this point in the original SurePoint protocol, a single packet duplicating the original
packet is sent in fixed time slots from each anchor. This duplicate packet is critical as it
is used to calculate the crystal offset between the tag and the anchor. The original design
has two major disadvantages. The first is that every anchor is assigned one of sixteen (the
number of deployed anchors), fixed global time slots at compile time. This inflexibility is
intractable for real-world deployments. Secondly, as crystal offset compensation is critical
to capturing a range estimate, missing either the first or last packet would invalidate the
entire ranging sequence.
The SurePoint protocol replaces the static anchor assignments with three contention
windows to provide anchor responses to the tag. The anchor chooses a random time slot
within each to respond to the tag and continues to transmit its responses until an acknowl-
edgment is received back from the tag signaling a complete packet reception.
Furthermore, we add two additional crystal calibration packets, now sending one on
each channel. From a modest empirical study, we find that leveraging frequency diversity
over antenna diversity provides the greatest likelihood that at least one calibration packet
is received successfully.
While these revisions resolve the limitations imposed by the static assignment and se-
lection of anchors, they do not solve the principle scalability challenge, coordinating mul-
tiple tags such that they do not interfere with one another. As the length of the ranging
sequence is quite large, coordinated timeslots are required to efficiently support a large
number of tags with a high update rate. We address multi-tag coordination in Section 6.4.
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3.4.2 Position Solver
In order to determine the tag’s location, Harmonium leverages trilateration, which calcu-
lates an object’s position using its range to a number of known-location objects. These
range measurements form a number of equi-distant surfaces around each known-location
object which describes the set of possible locations which are consistent with all mea-
sured range estimates. In two dimensions, the intersection of two circles gives up to two
points, which requires one more range estimate to disambiguate the object’s correct two-
dimensional location. Still one more range measurement (four total) is required to trilater-
ate an object’s position in three dimensions.
Although four range estimates are required to uniquely determine an object’s position in
three dimensions, even more range estimates help to improve the reliability of the resulting
position estimate. If more than four ranges are given, a unique solution may not be possible
given any error in range estimates provided. SurePoint adopts the insights from Gezici
et al. [29] and adds iterative point removal to a non-linear least squares solver [92] to
trilaterate. The iteration enables SurePoint to eliminate ranges which are likely causing the
greatest amount of error.
Once a SurePoint tag has all of the range estimates, SurePoint solves for position using
a simple minimum mean squared error algorithm. SurePoint optimizes using the quasi-
Newton BFGS method as it performs well and converges relatively quickly [92]. Guided by
Gezici’s observations [29], we enhance the original SurePoint solver by adding an iterative
step that considers removing an anchor whenever the error fails to converge to better than
10 cm.
3.5 SurePoint Performance Assessment
We begin our evaluation of SurePoint with two experiments evaluating the quality of Sure-
Point as a localization system. We then use these traces to explore the protocol decisions
made by SurePoint. Next we examine the performance of SurePoint in multi-tag settings.
Finally we consider some microbenchmarks for the TriTag modules.
3.5.1 Figure 3.8: Stationary Tracking
We begin by replicating the cross experiment from SurePoint in a near-identical evaluation
space.1 In this experiment, we stand for approximately 15 s at 50 positions in a cross in the
1A 20 × 20m room. However our room also includes furniture, persons playing ping-pong, and other
perturbations not present in SurePoint’s evaluation space.
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middle of the evaluation area. For our experiment, we deploy on 9 anchors as opposed to
SurePoint’s 15 anchors. Despite this, our system hears from an average of 7.3 anchors over
the course of the entire experiment as opposed to SurePoint’s 4, demonstrating the efficacy
of our reliability improvements.
As a consequence of the improved reliability, we show a significant improvement in
positioning accuracy, especially in the long tail where where are able to improve the 99th
percentile accuracy from 2.02 m to 0.77 m. While we generally eschew interpolation of
points, leaving that for higher-level systems and aiming to provide better raw data to them,
we process the location estimates from this experiment with a simple 3-point median filter
(i.e. reject a single outlier), in which case the maximum error is only 0.76 m.
The tag will only attempt to range with the anchors if it hears the scheduling packet.
Over the course this experiment, the tag was scheduled 840 times and the tag successfully
participated in in 837 rounds (99.6%). Within each round, this was the only tag in the
environment, and the tag was thus eligible to range during all 12 slots. Of the 10,044 slots
that the tag was aware it was eligible to range, it successfully recovered a range estimate in
all 10,044.
3.5.2 Figure 3.9: Tracking Motion
The number of packets required to capture full diversity data extends the duration of a single
ranging event to about 80 ms. One natural question then is whether this makes SurePoint
susceptible to motion blur or other errors introduced by tracking fast-moving objects. In
Figure 3.9, we find that SurePoint can track an object moving at up to 2.4 m/s without
degradation in tracking quality.
As a trilateration-based system, SurePoint benefits from diverse anchor placement.
However, the nature of building construction is such that it is much easier to achieve large
diversity in X and Y, but less so in Z. We calculate the tracking accuracy for each major
component and find that the median X error is 0.06 m, the median Y error is 0.07 m, while
the median Z error is 0.15 m, nearly triple.
3.5.3 Diversity
SurePoint goes to great lengths to capture large amounts of diversity to improve the range
error. As the ultimate goal is location, one reasonable question may be to ask whether it
was all worth it. Figure 3.11 explores what happens if one eliminates some diversity by
reprocessing a data trace and dropping measurements. A roughly 9 cm median increase in


































































































(e) CDF of Aggregate Error and Histograms of Point Errors
Min 50%-ile 90%-ile 95%-ile 99%-ile Max
Accuracy 0.01 0.29 0.50 0.58 0.76 2.35
Precision 0.01 0.12 0.28 0.35 0.55 0.93
(f) Figures of Merit
Figure 3.8: SurePoint Stationary Tracking Experiment. To evaluate the baseline local-
ization accuracy of SurePoint we place a node at 50 locations for 15 s each. Each point is
1 foot apart (the spacing of floor tiles in the evaluation area). Across this entire sample set,
SurePoint achieves 0.29 m median accuracy, 0.12 m median precision, and is further able















































































































































Figure 3.9: SurePoint Mobile Tag. The addition of diversity to the ranging protocol
means that capturing a single sample spans about 30 ms. In this experiment we move a
tag throughout the environment to evaluate whether this motion has a negative impact on
SurePoint location estimates. We find no correlation between the speed of the tag and the
instantaneous error, even at 2.4 m/s. We explore this experiment further by separating out
the tracking quality in the X, Y, and Z dimensions. The nature of physical buildings allow
for much greater diversity for anchor placement in X and Y compared to Z. As a result, Z
error contributes the most to overall error. Finally, to give an intuition for the impact of the
anchor reply contention, we show the distribution of anchors that replied in each slot over
time.
to overcome some of the additional noise in the input data. In practice, we find that the
solver alone is not sufficient to overcome the extra error introduced by the noisier range
estimates, and the full diversity performs best.
Another interesting question to ask may be whether we could reduce the diversity over-
head for short periods of time, exploiting some spatial or temporal case where certain chan-
nel/antenna configurations consistently return the best range estimates. Figure 3.10 digs
into the ranging performance at two nearly identical locations in space, sampled one after
another in time, and finds that there is not a consistently good (or bad) set of configurations
that SurePoint could temporarily restrict itself to measuring
Indeed, this result is not surprising when one considers the sensitivity of the UWB
channel impulse response. During other testing, we inadvertently replicated the results
from Adib et al. [2], detecting the respiratory rate of the experimenter. As we collected
this data in a busy environment, there is little surprise that no exploitable spatio-temporal
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(c) Range error over time for configuration Channel 1, Anchor Antenna 2, Tag
Antenna 2 from (b).
Figure 3.10: Does SurePoint Need all the Diversity? SurePoint captures 27 range esti-
mates every ranging event. Here we dig into the ranging performance for each combination
of (channel, anchor antenna, tag antenna), for two nearly adjacent points
from the stationary cross experiment (Figure 3.8) to see whether there is an exploitable
spatio-temporal correlation of the best (or worst) configurations. Between (a) and (b), the
tag moves only 0.3 m, however the distribution of errors changes significantly. Drilling fur-
ther into one configuration, (c) shows that the instantaneous error consistently varies around
0.1 m or more between measurements. From this we conclude that there is no reasonable
means to reduce the number of ranges taken each round without sacrificing accuracy.
3.5.4 Anchor Response Quality
The protocol improvements introduced by this work improve upon the average number
of responding anchors from Kempke’s original, even given a smaller number of deployed
anchors. While four replies are theoretically sufficient to precisely localize a tag, additional
range estimates are preferred to refine the position estimate. Figure 3.12 explores what
happens to the motion trace as anchors are artificially removed. To minimize the bias from
anchor selection, we randomly select a new set of anchors to remove at each sampled point.
Median error improves quickly with the first one or two additional anchors, but then tapers
off. The addition of more anchors, however, continues to improve the performance of the
long tail of range estimates. The experiment did not capture enough samples with 9 anchors




























(a) CDF of Range Errors
Limit Min 50%-ile 90%-ile 95%-ile 99%-ile Max
One Fixed Conf. 0.06 0.45 0.92 1.08 1.76 1.88
One Random Conf. 0.10 0.58 1.27 1.59 2.86 4.21
Three Random Conf. 0.07 0.33 0.65 0.80 1.18 2.47
Nine Random Conf. 0.04 0.24 0.44 0.56 1.06 1.26
Full Diversity 0.02 0.19 0.36 0.56 0.86 1.55
(b) Figures of Merit
Figure 3.11: Impact of Diversity on Location. To investigate the importance of diversity
for localization quality, we take the motion trace from Figure 3.9 and re-run localization
processing with fewer ranges. We consider the ranges from one fixed configuration (Ch 1,
AncAnt 1, TagAnc 1) as well as selecting 1, 3, or 9 ranges at random from the full set
of diversity measurements. As the amount of diversity increases, so too does the location
accuracy.
3.5.5 Iterative Solver
As our final improvement over SurePoint, we add an iterative solver that attempts to remove
an anchor whenever the position fails to resolve to less than 10 cm of error. As iteration is
relatively computationally expensive, in Figure 3.13 we examine the benefit that the iter-
ative solver provides. While we see only a 0.01 m improvement in median error, iteration
does particularly well in improving the long tail, reducing 99th percentile error from 1.63 m
to 0.86 m. This result aligns well with expectations. The iterative solver sees the highest
utility when the position estimate is poor, and for some cases it is able to identify and




























(a) CDF of Range Errors
Limit Samples Min 50%-ile 90%-ile 95%-ile 99%-ile Max
4 Ranges 301 0.01 0.28 0.89 1.77 4.99 9.60
5 Ranges 301 0.03 0.23 0.56 0.76 1.77 3.57
6 Ranges 294 0.02 0.23 0.52 0.71 1.31 5.10
7 Ranges 255 0.04 0.21 0.39 0.63 0.98 1.55
8 Ranges 138 0.05 0.19 0.31 0.36 0.58 0.62
(b) Figures of Merit
Figure 3.12: Value of Multiple Anchors. The broadcast ranging protocol is designed to
make ranging with many anchors efficient, however, trilateration only requires four ranges
to resolve position. To measure the value of anchors beyond the minimum, we take a single
dataset and randomly remove ranges. After one or two additional anchors, the median error
plateaus, however additional ranges continue to improve the long tail performance. In some
cases, more ranges may mean more outliers, accounting for the inconsistent trend of the

























(a) CDF of Range Errors
Limit Samples Min 50%-ile 90%-ile 95%-ile 99%-ile Max
Iteration 301 0.02 0.19 0.36 0.56 0.86 1.55
No Iteration 301 0.03 0.20 0.42 0.68 1.63 3.48
(b) Figures of Merit
Figure 3.13: SurePoint Position Solving. Guided by Gezici [29], SurePoint implements
an iterative position estimator that considers dropping a range if doing so significantly
(thresholded to 10 cm) improves the error from the least squares solver. This is somewhat
computationally expensive, however, so here we compare against the baseline of simply
including all ranges. From this dataset, iteration dropped 202 of the 4788 ranges (4%),
which improved 99th percentile error by 0.77 m, a nearly 50% improvement in long-tail
error, but only improved median error by 0.01 m.
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3.5.6 Multiple Tags
As the precise time scheduling provided by our LWB-variant isolates operations for each
ranging tag, the absolute error of each sample taken by each tag is unaffected as the number
of tags increases. As the number of tags increases, however, the available sampling rate
decreases, which can hinder the tracking of fast-moving objects. Given values for the
round period, Tround, the contention and scheduling windows tflood, and the duration of




Our implementation currently assigns Tround = 1 s, tflood = 10ms, and
tslot = 80ms, resulting in nslots = 12. While a longer round period does make available
more slots, it does so at the cost of latency for new tags joining the network as scheduling
events occur less often.
The other interesting side-effect of the scheduling protocol is that the update rate of even
a single tag is not consistent, as the ranging tag(s) must periodically wait for a scheduling
and contention slot to pass. In practice, this means our single tag-case has an effective
average update rate of (11×80ms+1×120ms
12
)−1 = 12Hz. For two tags the update rate is 6 Hz,
three tags is 4 Hz, four tags is 3 Hz, and at five tags the first two tags will achieve a 2.4 Hz
update rate, while the next three tags will only realize a 2 Hz update rate. This configuration
allows for a maximum of 12 tags in one space, however the master could easily extend
Tround on demand, at the expense of join latency.
Another possible point of contention is when tags join. Unlike the original LWB, which
reduces the scheduling interval after an initial startup phase to save energy, SurePoint cap-
italizes on its wall-powered anchors to always maintain high-frequency scheduling, facil-
itating fast joining at any time. Figure 3.14 examines the impact of the shared contention
slot when 10 tags are all powered on at the same time. Across four trials, only 3 contention
slots exhibit true congestion, scheduling no tag when tags were attempting to join.
3.5.7 Microbenchmarks / TriPoint Evaluation
As a modular design, the TriPoint module adds some burden to the systems in which it is
deployed. First, the TriPoint module is 5 cm2 in size, requiring at least this much PCB area
on the carrier board to which it is soldered.
In dollars and cents, the module adds the marginal cost of an additional PCB fabrication,
around $0.60 at modest volume pricing. However, this has the possibility of resulting in a
net cost savings at the carrier board would no longer require the use of a higher-technology
four layer PCB design. The dedicated STM32 microcontroller introduces an additional cost
































Figure 3.14: SurePoint Tag Join Contention. To evaluate how our system handles mul-
tiple tags entering the space concurrently, we attach 10 tags to a power strip and power all
of the tags on at once. For clarity of viewing, we offset the trials by 0.1 s. In Trial 5, all
10 tags joined in 10 s, the fastest possible. Trials 1, 2, 3, and 4 all had one window where
interfering tags collided in a manner such that no tag successfully scheduled.
Lastly, the power burden added by the dedicated STM32 microcontroller is approxi-
mately 18.9 mA while active. This is, however, much smaller than the DW1000’s 145 mA
active current while in receive mode. When the DW1000 is not active, the STM32 can be
powered down, in which case it draws around 2.3 µA.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have introduced the SurePoint localization system, a platform which
allows for the realization of personal tracking and navigation through indoor environments.
Personal navigation systems require a localization accuracy of around 1 meter in 2D en-
vironments, and necessitate an update of around 1 Hz in order to provide timely feedback
to end-users of their position. With an intended integration into mobile electronics such as
smartphones, an active power of one Watt, similar to GPS, is targeted. SurePoint has been
designed to meet these requirements through leveraging commercial UWB transceivers. A
number of enhancements were required to meet these specifications, yielding the TriPoint
module which combines the UWB transceiver, an RF switch for antenna diversity, and a
dedicated microcontroller for protocol orchestration.
SurePoint utilizes the same module design for infrastructure which is placed through-
out the indoor environment with its location determined a-priori. Tags query range from
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the surrounding fixed infrastructure and determine their position based on range estimates
across a variety of antenna combinations to ameliorate the effects of multipath propagation.
This tag architecture achieves the desired performance requirements in indoor settings, but
does so at the cost of high tag power and complexity. In the following chapter, we will
explore the application of guiding quadrotors in indoor environments, an application which
necessitates a careful consideration of tag size, weight, power, and cost.
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CHAPTER 4
Harmonium: Exploring Hybrid Techniques to
Address System Deployability
The SurePoint system described in the previous chapter has been shown to provide ade-
quate localization performance to aid in the realization of personal navigation and certain
robotic navigation applications, yet there are a number of characteristics of the system
which make it undesirable in certain conditions and applications. Over the next two chap-
ters, we identify these pain points and propose enhancements which aim to pare down the
limitations addressed.
4.1 Limitations of SurePoint Deployability
In evaluating the deployability of the SurePoint system, two problems arise. First, the sys-
tem can easily fail to operate in the presence of interfering transmissions. Second, the tag
hardware is large, high-power, and costly, limiting its usefulness in the asset tracking and
aerial robotic tracking domains. The following sections will provide solutions to circum-
vent these issues in the future.
4.2 Bandstitching Enables Narrowband Rejection
Prior work [72] has shown that the effective time resolution attainable by narrowband re-
ceivers can be substantially increased through he use of a technique known as “bandstitch-
ing.” Bandstitching sweeps the narrowband radio across a contiguous set of bandwidths in
order to obtain an equivalent time-domain representation of a wideband signal. The fol-
lowing sections will detail the benefits of using bandstitching approaches in realistic indoor
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In real multipath environments,
arrival time of the leading edge
is difficult to precisely label
1. Pulse Generation. The tag UWB pulse generation design is covered in section 4.3.1.
2. UWB Signal Recovery. Harmonium anchors employ a novel UWB bandstitching variant, presented
in section 4.2.2, to recover the transmitted signal.
3. Path Delay Recovery. Post-processing exploits the frequency diversity enabled by the UWB signal
to extract time-of-arrival offset of the pulse train at each anchor node as presented in section 4.2.1.
Figure 4.1: Harmonium Overview. A mobile tag in free space broadcasts a UWB signal
that is captured by anchor nodes. To localize the tag, at least four anchors must capture
the tag’s signal and determine the relative delay from the tag to each anchor. In complex
indoor environments, reflections due to multipath make precisely identifying the arrival
time difficult. To achieve 15 cm resolution, direct time-domain UWB recovery would have
to sample at 2 Gsps or faster. In contrast, Harmonium adapts bandstitching to recover
UWB signals, using frequency-stepped commodity narrowband RF frontends to capture
successive chunks of the UWB frequency components. These chunks are combined in the
frequency domain to recover the whole signal, and returned to the time domain to find the
arrival time at each anchor. This approach encodes the time domain difference in arrival
times at different anchors in the phase of the complex coefficients of the Discrete Fourier
transform; if a signal is delayed byD samples at one anchor with respect to another anchor,
then each complex coefficient of the FFT is multiplied by e
−j2πkD
N , where k is the FFT
coefficient index and N is the size.
4.2.1 Measuring Time with UWB Pulse Trains
Recall that the goal is to precisely capture the time between when a signal is sent from a
transmitter and is received by an anchor. There is no synchronization between tags and
anchors, which means that tags cannot simply send a single pulse. Rather, tags send a
continuous pulse train and anchors compute a phase offset from a shared, global time ref-
erence. Since the signal is periodic, this offset will alias if the path delay is longer than
the period. In practice, this means that the pulse repetition frequency defines the maxi-
mum distance between a tag and anchor that Harmonium can measure. While the interval
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between pulses can be extended to improve range, this reduces receiver SNR, affecting
system performance.
4.2.2 UWB Receivers are Susceptible to Narrowband Interference
(a) UWB RX w/ Energy Detection [67] (b) UWB RX w/ ADC [73]
(c) UWB RX w/ Sub-Sampling [33]
Figure 4.2: UWB RX Architectures. A number of receive architectures have been pro-
posed in research [49, 83, 95, 99], however all come with some level of drawbacks. Energy
detection receivers suffer from high noise and the necessity of custom hardware. UWB re-
ception with high-speed (gigasample) ADCs requires the use of expensive, power-hungry
components or custom-built ICs with low narrowband noise suppression. Finally, UWB
sub-sampling techniques come at the cost of high noise and an inability to suppress the
effects of narrowband interference.
Traditional ultra-wideband receive architectures (shown in Figure 4.2) are designed to
listen to a large amount of instantaneous RF bandwidth, yet UWB transmissions are rela-
tively weak compared to the transmissions of their narrowband counterparts. If narrowband
transmitters are in close proximity to one of these UWB receivers and their transmissions
fall within the monitored bandwidth of the UWB receiver, disruption of the received chan-
nel impulse response will occur [5, 58].
Figure 4.3 shows the reconstructed channel impulse response under both normal condi-

























Figure 4.3: Effects of Narrowband Interference on UWB CIR Reconstruction. Re-
constructed single-path UWB channel impulse response (black) with overlaid CIR in the
presence of narrowband interference (blue). Simulation includes a narrowband transmitter
operating with a 0 dBm output power placed at the same distance as the UWB transmitter.
Any attenuation of the line-of-sight path may result in failure of detection in the presence
of narrowband interference.
4.2.3 Decreasing Instantaneous Bandwidth Reduces
Narrowband Susceptibility
Narrowband receivers are able to avoid interference from the presence of adjacent nar-
rowband transmitters by either utilizing a bandpass filter before downconversion, at an IF
frequency, or a low-pass filter at baseband. We leverage this fact to build a UWB receiver
which is able to ignore those bands which are experiencing narrowband interference with-
out the cost of complete failure such is the case with traditional UWB receive architectures.
The Harmonium architecture mirrors a traditional superheterodyne narrowband receiver
frontend with the addition of a controllable, wideband local oscillator. The frequency-swept
local oscillator allows for the reconstruction of the CIR in the frequency domain through
the successive recordings of narrowband portions of the channel frequency response (CFR).
Once the CFR is known, its time domain dual (the CIR) can be obtained through an inverse
discrete Fourier transform. Any Fourier coefficients which are known to be affected by
narrowband interference can be discarded and estimated through the use of compressive
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(c) Price/Sampling Rate vs. Sample Rate (16-bit ADCs)
Figure 4.4: ADC Price Versus Sampling Speed. We scrape all 9,716 of the available
ADCs from the well known parts supplier DigiKey and collect the price per unit for the best
bulk rate, discarding products only available in very small quantities (those with no bulk
option available). In (a), it is shown that there exists a super-linear relationship between
price and sampling rate above about 100 Msps, which is required for traditional UWB an-
chors. (b) shows that a realistic price break of 100 USD yields a tradeoff of sampling rate
vs. dynamic range (interference rejection capability) at UWB bandwidths. In addition,
(c) shows that the cost efficiency of ADCs does not currently improve significantly past
a threshold of 100 megasamples per second, yielding an opportunity for cost-parity paral-
lel bandstitching receiver implementations. Careful selection of ADC sampling rate and
dynamic range is necessary for cost-effective anchor design.
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4.3 Highly Constrained Applications
Require Separate TX/RX Functionality
Another problem which arises through the use of SurePoint is that of a need for asymmetric
approaches. For instance, as is the case with any RF transceiver, the receiver complexity
is much greater than that of the transmitter. This imbalance could be leveraged to aid in
creating low-power or cost-efficient tags for applications which are either size, weight,
or power constrained. One example of an application which would benefit from separating
the functionality of the transmitter and receiver are in that of SWaP-constrained quadrotors,
like that shown in Figure 4.7.
To this end, a number of approaches have been shown for the generation of ultra-
wideband signals [80]. UWB pulse generators have been designed using BJTs [28], bou-
tique step recovery diodes [52], careful microstrip techniques [32], and custom ICs [89].
These approaches are difficult to implement due to their requirement of custom silicon,
careful RF layout using expensive substrates, or employ electronic components which are
expensive and difficult to source. Harmonium implements an ultra-wideband transmitter
that achieves FCC-compliant UWB transmissions with commodity components and requir-
ing no complex RF layout techniques.
4.3.1 The Transmit-Only UWB Tag
Harmonium tags produce high-bandwidth pulses using the step recovery effect of com-
mon RF bipolar junction transistors (BJTs) [28]. The step recovery effect creates a fast
(sub-ns) state-change transition in semiconductor stack-ups due to the quantum effects of
semiconductors recovering from a saturation condition. These fast state-change transitions
(low- to hi-voltage or hi- to low-voltage) exhibit bandwidth exceeding 4 GHz, making them
well-suited for generating UWB signals.
A crystal oscillator is first used to generate the stable pulse repetition frequency nec-
essary for accurate channel impulse response characterization. This oscillator triggers a
monoflop to generate a short-duration (multi-ns) driving signal for the NPN transistor.
This short-duration pulse needs to be long and strong enough to drive the transistor into
saturation. Once in saturation and the driving signal has transitioned back low, the BJT
continues to bleed off charge until the observed step recovery effect takes place. The sharp
transition from the conducting to non-conducting states cause a sharp rise in the output
voltage present at the transistor collector. Finally, a DC-blocking capacitor and 9th-order
Chebyshev low-pass filter are used to attenuate unnecessary low-frequency components to
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Figure 4.5: Circuit Diagram for the Harmonium Transmit-Only Tag. Shows the de-
tailed interconnection between the oscillator, monoflop generator, and BJT transistor. Ad-
ditional passives are necessary for FCC-compliant pulse shaping. Total tag cost in modest
quantity is approximately $4.50 per tag.
generate FCC-compliant UWB signals. Figure 4.5 shows a schematic of our tag design.
Figure 4.8a shows the fabricated pulse generator tag. The tag PCB is constructed using
a Rogers 4350 PCB laminate material. The tag is set to generate a pulse train at a 4 MHz
repetition frequency using a crystal oscillator. This pulse repetition rate allows for channel
delay spreads of up to 250 ns, which we experimentally determine to be adequate for many
indoor environments. The fabricated tag occupies 1.5 cm2, weighs 3 grams (weight is of key
importance for quadrotor handling and power [64]), has an active power draw of 75 mW
(approximately 1/4 of SurePoint’s 280 mW), and costs only $4.50 USD in modest volumes.
4.3.2 The Receive-Only Harmonium Anchor
Each anchor uses three UWB antennas [3] to receive tag transmissions and provide antenna
diversity, which has been shown to improve ToA estimation performance in prior work [44].
An RF switch selects different antennas over successive localization measurements. The
switched antenna then feeds an LNA and mixer circuit to enable bandstitching at each
anchor. Each anchor mixer is fed from a central frequency-stepped local oscillator source
to facilitate synchronous bandstitching across all four anchors. The local oscillator (LO)
signal generation board uses an ADF4159 frequency synthesizer that controls the frequency
of an RFVC1802 wideband VCO. The LO sweeps from 5.312 GHz to 4.32 GHz in 32 MHz
steps. With an intermediate frequency of 990 MHz at each anchor, this in approximately
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(d) Measured – Frequency Domain
Figure 4.6: Harmonium Tag Performance. Simulated and measured time- and frequency-
domain characteristics of the Harmonium pulse generator. The generated pulse is 275 ps
wide (FWHM) and occupies more than 7 GHz of bandwidth. The frequency content below
3.1 GHz is stronger than allowed by FCC UWB guidelines, requiring the use of a high-pass
filter to attenuate low-frequency content.
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Figure 4.7: A Harmonium Tag on a Micro Quadrotor. This device has a maximum pay-
load of 10 g and has only a 170 mAh battery. The Harmonium tag mass (3 g), volume
(2.3 cm3), and power requirements (75 mW) are low enough to provide high-fidelity local-
ization even for this constrained device. This enables real-time (19 Hz) location updates
from a flying micro quadrotor.
(a) Tag (b) Anchor
Figure 4.8: Harmonium tag and anchors. Tags measure 2.2 cm x 6.3 cm, contain pulse
generation circuitry, and are printed on Rogers 4350 PCB substrate. Anchors consist of a
centralized local oscillator (LO) frequency generator and separate RF front-ends for down-
converting and digitizing the received pulse signals measured at each anchor.
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The resulting mixed intermediate frequency (IF) signal from each anchor returns to a
dedicated USRP1 [23] front-end for final down-conversion, digitization, filtering, and data
transport to an attached PC. The DBSRX2 daughterboard first converts the 990 MHz IF
signal to baseband for ADC sampling. The USRP1 uses 64 Msps baseband ADCs with a
bit depth of 12 bits for each of the baseband quadrature channels (in-phase and quadrature-
phase). Since the USRP1 uses USB 2.0 to transfer baseband data to the host PC, the result-
ing 64 × 106 Msps × 12 bits/sample × 2 channels = 1536 Mb/sec of baseband data is too
much to pass unprocessed to the host PC. Instead, the raw baseband data is comb filtered
and decimated to decrease the overall bandwidth required of the host PC data interface.
All signal processing and LO interfacing logic is implemented using a custom FPGA
image loaded onto the USRP1’s Spartan 3 FPGA. The system repeatedly sweeps the entire
bandwidth sequentially across all three antennas, producing localization estimates at 19 Hz.
The anchors used in this evaluation cost approximately $750 each due to the high cost of
COTS SDRs, yet these could conceptually be replaced with a custom SDR implementation
to significantly reduce anchor cost. This, coupled with the advent of inexpensive, integrated
wideband synthesizer/mixer RFICs such as the RFMD RFFC5072 could reduce anchor cost
to $100.
4.3.3 The Narrowband Retrofit
An alternative to the techniques described above – if available – is to modify the trans-
mission path of a currently-existing RF frontend. We have demonstrated this capability in
prior work [43] to modify the transmission path of a typical narrowband radio to support
UWB transmission. Depending on the application, either one of these two methods can be
sufficient to achieve UWB-level localization accuracy in heavy multipath environments.
4.3.4 Localizing Harmonium Tags
From the base UWB receiver architecture, Harmonium obtains the precise time that pulses
are received at each anchor according to the anchor’s frame of reference. For this rea-
son, Harmonium anchors all share a tightly synchronized, global time reference. Anchors
calculate the offset between the arrival of the tag’s transmitted pulse and the global clock
pulse.
Calculating position based on time-difference-of-arrival (TDoA) is well-known as mul-
tilateration, and uses the same principles used by GPS to perform geolocation. Algorithms
have been developed to determine location in three dimensions based on the addition of
one or more time-of-arrival estimates [7, 8, 10, 31, 79]. To minimize the effect of antenna
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cross-polarization, which can substantially attenuate a signal, Harmonium uses three an-
tennas at each anchor and computes the tag’s position using the earliest time-of-arrival at
each anchor.
4.4 Lowering the Resistance to UWB CIR Adoption
In previous chapters we have outlined the need for UWB generation and measurement, a
modular system built from commodity components to realize a localization system using
UWB, and the main drawbacks of the system as it stands, including the lack of application
coverage. In this chapter, we have outlined methods to circumvent these issues along with
a real-world evaluation of these applications. The next chapter will shift focus to protocol-
level design modifications to aid in the realization of multi-tag SurePoint systems.
4.5 Harmonium Performance Assessment
We evaluate the Harmonium prototype on precision, accuracy, consistency, and system
burden—weight, volume, and power requirements. We conduct all experiments in an ap-
proximately rectangular 4.6 × 7.2 × 2.7 m room in a commercial building with heavy
multipath characteristics. We assign the origin to a floor-level corner and coordinate axes
run along each of the orthogonal wall edges. We install a NaturalPoint OptiTrack motion
capture system [65], calibrated to a sub-mm accuracy, in the room to provide ground truth
measurements for all experiments. Harmonium achieves a median 14 cm error with a 90th-
percentile error of 31 cm and median precision of 9 cm while drawing only 75 mW with a
3 g tag.
4.5.1 Stationary Precision (Figure 4.10)
We place a tag at fifteen fixed positions in space, taking roughly forty samples at each
position, to measure the typical magnitude of position estimation noise from system and
environmental noise. Figures 4.10a and 4.10b show ground truth locations and point cloud
estimates for each position in line-of-sight (LOS) conditions. Harmonium achieves 14 cm
median error with 9 cm median precision.
For the final stationary experiment, shown in Figure 4.10d, we introduce a strong nar-
rowband interferer by radiating a modulated 3.6 GHz signal with a nearby USRP. While the
overall median error and precision, 28 cm and 17 cm respectively, continue to perform well,
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Figure 4.9: Example CIR Measured Using the Harmonium RX Architecture. The
time-of-arrival for the CIR’s leading edge is used as an estimate for the arrival time for the
line-of-sight path. Accurately determining the LoS arrival time is the key to determining

























































(d) NB Interference Top View
Median 90th %-ile 95th %-ile Median 90th %-ile 95th %-ile
Experiment Precision Precision Precision Accuracy Accuracy Accuracy
LOS 9 cm 16 cm 37 cm 14 cm 31 cm 37 cm
Through-Wall 13 cm 38 cm 51 cm 16 cm 42 cm 53 cm
Interference 17 cm 43 cm 107 cm 28 cm 136 cm 201 cm
(e) Key metrics
Figure 4.10: Harmonium Static Position Performance. We place Harmonium at fifteen
known locations and capture roughly 40 position estimates at each point. First we capture
the line-of-sight (LOS) base case. Then we evaluate through-wall performance by occlud-
ing the anchors with drywall. Finally, we introduce a narrowband interferer strong enough
to completely knock out a commercial UWB system and observe Harmonium’s perfor-
mance. Harmonium exhibits minor (2 cm) performance degradation in the through-wall
case and only 2× loss in median accuracy in the face of strong narrowband interference,
demonstrating the efficacy of Harmonium’s bandstitching architecture.
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error with 38 cm precision. Recently, the first commercially-accessible UWB transceiver,
the DecaWave DW1000 [18] was released. While building and evaluating a complete local-
ization system using DecaWave to compare against is beyond the scope of this paper, we
do validate one of our previous claims that motivated the bandstitching-based approach,
and find that a pair of DecaWave chips fail to communicate in the presence of the same
narrowband interferer.
These experiments give a sense of the consistency of position estimates obtained with
Harmonium. Due to the approximately normal distribution of position estimation noise
across each dimension, a reduced variance in position estimation noise can be obtained
by taking a moving average of position estimates. While this will decrease the average
position error, it has a cost of reduced position update rate. All following experiments are
performed using raw position estimates without any temporal filtering of the data.
4.5.2 Quadrotor Flight Path Reconstruction (Figure 4.11)
We next evaluate Harmonium in a motivating application domain: real-time tracking of
indoor quadrotors. The Crazyflie Nano is a 19 g, 9 × 9 × 2 cm quadrotor with a 170 mAh
battery and a payload capacity of only 10 g [4]. The existing motors and electronics draw
approximately 1400 mA (5180 mW at 3.7 V) while hovering, so the Harmonium tag power
draw only reduces flight time by 1.4%. The additional weight dominates the additional
power draw required for the Crazyflie to maintain hover. With an approximate 200 mW/g
of additional payload, the quadrotor would require an extra 600 mW of power to maintain
hover with an affixed Harmonium tag.
We affix a Harmonium tag and fly the quadrotor around the indoor space. Figure 4.11
captures a trace of this flight. The flight exhibits a median error of 14 cm and 90th percentile
error of 35 cm. Empirically, significant errors are clustered in space and time, suggesting
that there is a physical root cause and that temporal filtering will be insufficient to resolve
the errors. We explore this observation further in the next experiment.
4.5.3 Consistency on a Static Path (Figure 4.12)
While the quadrotor experiment demonstrates Harmonium’s ability to reconstruct a chal-
lenging arbitrary path, we are also interested in the reproducibility of Harmonium’s position
estimates over time. In Figure 4.12, we place a tag on a model train and record ten laps
around the fixed track. During this experiment, we move about the space normally, perturb-
ing the multipath environment between samples at the same point in space. Figure 4.12c
shows an aggregate point cloud of all ten laps and the variation across laps. While the
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position error varies around the track, the variance is consistent at each location, that is
the standard deviation of position error is relatively constant. This suggests that the mea-
surement error has a physical root cause based on the properties of specific points in the
space.
4.5.4 Pulse Generation and Regulatory Compliance (Figure 4.6)
As pulse generation quality leads directly to spectral usage, which in turn informs location
quality, Figure 4.6 evaluates the expected and actual performance of Harmonium’s pulse
generation circuitry. The addition of the high-pass filter, necessary for regulatory compli-
ance, abbreviates the tag’s effective bandwidth. However, the design is still able to achieve
nearly 3.5 GHz of bandwidth.
4.5.5 System Microbenchmarks
The Harmonium design expressly introduces an asymmetry between tags and anchors to
minimize the burden of introducing Harmonium tags to devices to be localized. Here we
quantify how burdensome the realized tag design is and the impact on the Harmonium
anchor. The Harmonium tag is made of a 3.9 × 1.5 cm PCB with a 2.4 × 2.2 cm UWB
antenna. The whole tag fits within a 3.9 × 2.2 × 0.2 cm bounding box, or about 1.5 cm3.
The tag weighs only 3 g and draws only 75 mW. At a 19 Hz update rate, the tag uses 3.9 mJ
per location estimate. The Harmonium anchors consist of a central 6.7× 5.8 cm PCB with
three 2.4 × 2.2 cm UWB antennas mounted co-planar at 120◦ offsets. One USRP1 can
service up to two Harmonium anchors. The data from one USRP1 (two anchors) nearly
saturates a USB 2.0 bus, requiring USB 3.0, more than two bus controllers, or multiple
machines to support more than four Harmonium anchors. One 3.2 GHz Xeon core can
solve a position estimate in 231 ms. At least five parallel cores are required to keep up with
Harmonium’s 19 Hz update rate.
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(a) Quadrotor with Tag



















(c) Side View from X
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(i) Error CDF and Histogram
Figure 4.11: Harmonium Quadrotor Tracking Performance. Point-cloud of location
estimates and CDF of location error tracking a quadrotor. Harmonium shows no increase
in error up to the 1.4 m/s top speed of the quadrotor, nor does Harmonium severely burden





























































































(d) Error CDF and Histogram
Figure 4.12: Harmonium Spatial Error Correlation. Point-cloud of location estimates
and CDF of errors tracking ten laps of a model train around a track. Errors are consistent
in space, implying a physical root cause.
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(c) Range Errors after Diversity Aggregation
Figure 4.13: Ranging in the UWB Channel. While UWB provides higher fidelity range
estimates than narrowband radios, the estimate is still imperfect. Using an 802.15.4a chan-
nel model from Molisch et al. [62], take 1000 samples of an active multipath environment
and find that the estimated range between two nodes can vary by over a meter. We then col-
lect samples in a real world environment and find that it follows the expected distribution.
From these analyses, assuming an unlimited number of independent observations, the 12th
percentile will yield zero range error. The final plot captures the 12th percentile estimates
from the real-world samples, reducing the median error from 0.27 m to 0.12 m and 95th
percentile errors from 1.31 m to 0.35 m.
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4.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have described the design of two separate pieces of hardware which
are important to the realization of ultra-wideband localization technologies. First, we have
introduced a UWB transmitter design which is based solely on commercially-available
components and consumes order-milliwatts to generate ultra-wideband signals. Secondly,
a bandstitched ultra-wideband receiver has been introduced which allows for the measure-
ment of the indoor ultra-wideband channel impulse response. Together, these two building
blocks synthesize a system which is able to track fast-moving objects with minimal addi-
tional cost or complexity at the tag being tracked.
The bandstitched ultra-wideband receiver provides a powerful and configurable diag-
nostic tool which can allow for a much deeper analysis of the channel impulse response
beyond that currently available with commercial ultra-wideband transceiver topologies. In
the next section, we will describe a specific analysis of the channel impulse response which
can aid the tracking of ultra low-power tags which are unable to afford the power consump-
tion requirements of the Harmonium tag, yet have the specific characteristic of remaining




Slocalization: A Batteryless Backscatter UWB
Transmitter for Asset Tracking
Recent advancements in ultra low-power electronics have given rise to a new class of de-
vices which are able to operate using only the energy which can be harvested from the
surrounding environment. A variety of different methods have been demonstrated to har-
vest energy through vibration, light, radio, and a variety of different sources. The energy
attainable through these methods is usually quite small, on the order of a few micro-watts.
Due to these minimal average power requirements, energy-harvesting devices must either
accommodate the restricted power requirements or duty-cycle their operation.
The main advantage of energy harvesting devices lies in their ability to operate indepen-
dently with little to no ongoing maintenance due to their ability to operate without batteries.
This makes the energy harvesting architectures particularly well-suited to the application
of asset tracking.
Asset tracking is commonly used to determine the location of objects which stay mo-
tionless for extended periods of time. Motivating examples of asset tracking include finding
a lost set of keys, locating a book on a shelf, or tracking inventory in a warehouse. Due
to the large number of potential tagged objects, battery maintenance is undesired and often
implausible.
The following section describes the design and evaluation of a tag which is able to
achieve accurate localization operations using less than one microwatt of active power. In-
stead of utilizing an ultra-wideband transmitter to achieve a high-resolution measurement
of the RF channel environment, the Slocalization tag achieves high-accuracy ranging mea-
surements by reflecting the the transmissions emanating from anchors situated throughout
the indoor environment. This design trades update rate for tag power – a tradeoff which is
reasonable for the domain of asset tracking where objects are expected to remain stationary
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Figure 5.1: Slocalization Concept of Operation. Anchors with known positions emit
periodic pulses that sound the ultra wideband channel. A Slocalization tag modulates its
antenna to either reflect or absorb this signal, perturbing the channel impulse response
(CIR) over time. Anchors use the time difference of arrival between the direct path between
anchors and the backscatter path reflected from the tag to form ellipsoids of possible tag
locations. The intersection of sufficient ellipsoids yields the absolute position of the tag.
5.1 Tags that last forever: An emphasis on tag power
Previous ultra wideband localization systems are an especially interesting class to consider
in the context of “slow” localization. The quintessential sensor networking technique for
reducing energy consumption is to find a way to reduce the duty cycle of a node. If the
argument is truly that devices rarely or never move, then perhaps running traditional local-
ization systems at millihertz duty cycles is the right approach.
One immediate drawback for such a design is poor peak to average power ratio, a pro-
hibitive design point for battery-based systems. The capacitive storage banks of energy
harvesting architectures, however, are well suited to intermittent high current operation.
Furthermore, the infinite lifetime provided by energy harvesting is very well aligned to
the eventual vision of localizing all physical things. High peak power requirements do
still require sufficient storage (in terms of capacitor volume and board area) to support
operations, however. To quantify these trade-offs, we look at the state of the art in low
power decimeter-accurate localization systems. For such a design, we only consider sys-
tems where the underlying localization mechanism can achieve an immediate fix.
5.1.1 With Commercial Transceivers
The lowest power decimeter-accurate single-fix localization with traditional radios is Sure-
Point, with 80 ms long ranging events at 280 mW, or 22.4 mJ/range [42]. SurePoint includes
additional overhead beyond the ranging events for scheduling and maintaining time slots,
however for sake of argument let us assume that the very low duty cycle will effectively




Figure 5.2: Realization of the Slocalization UWB Backscatter Tag. Utilizing only com-
modity components, the Slocalization backscatter tag operates on only 1 µW of power,
enabling its use in energy harvesting applications. The tag is powered with a small
(35 mm × 14 mm) solar cell and limited energy storage (47 µF) to demonstrate its ap-
plicability to demanding energy harvesting applications.
realize Slocalization’s 1 µW, SurePoint could only range once every 6.2 hours.
For energy harvesting applications, SurePoint’s 3.3 V operating level raises additional
concerns. Using the harvesting and activation circuit from Monjolo [16], whose regulator
is generously 80% efficient across the 2-0.35 V input 3.3 V and 100-200 mA output range,
requires 28 mJ in the storage capacitors, or roughly 14 cm2 of board area for similar capac-
itors.
The primary energy cost in SurePoint is the 145 mA DecaWave ultra wideband transceiver.
Even an order of magnitude improvement in transceiver energy could still only realize one
transmission every 40 minutes at 1 µW.
5.1.2 With Impulse Frontends
Prior systems have also identified the transceiver as the most costly component, and replace
it with a simpler and cheaper ultra wideband pulse generator. The current lowest power
decimeter-accurate single-fix localization system is Harmonium [45]. Ignoring the issue
of synchronizing tag ranging pulses with Harmonium’s bandstitching, capturing a location
fix requires the tag to transmit for 53 ms at 75 mW, or 4 mJ/range. To realize a 1 µW average
power budget, a Harmonium tag could transmit ranging pulses every 1.1 hours.
The Harmonium impulse generation circuit relies on exploiting the step recovery ef-
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fect in RF BJTs. This requires the tag to have a relatively high operating voltage of 5 V.
Again considering the Monjolo energy harvesting frontend, reaching 5 V adds an additional
burden for energy harvesting designs. For a 5 V, 15 mA output, the regulator efficiency im-
proves to 85% thus requiring 4.7 mJ in the storage capacitors, or roughly 2.4 cm2 of board
area for storage capacitors alone.
5.1.3 Backscatter Required
We suspect that some of this domain space exploration does not come as a surprise to
backscatter experts. The simple reality is that the energy required to open and close a
switch (to reflect RF energy) is so much less than the energy required to radiate RF energy
that even with a five order of magnitude increase in “transmission duration”, the backscatter
approach consumes significantly less tag energy for a single location fix.
5.2 Slocalization Compared to RFID
While the backscattering concept dates back decades [69, 85], there has been a recent
resurgence in research around backscatter, extending the concept from beaconing simple
identifiers to high bandwidth communication [77,98], highly parallel communication [37],
leveraging ambient environmental signals instead of active interrogators [57], or even mo-
tion capture [87, 96]. Localization is a similarly mature line of research, however, with the
advent of new FCC regulations in 2002, the last decade has seen an explosion of interest
in ultra wideband for localization due to the greatly improved resolution it can provide
indoors [14, 30, 59, 60].
In traditional backscatter systems, an interrogator (e.g. an RFID reader) emits a pow-
erful, well-known signal – often a pure sine tone. Tags in the environment modulate the
impedance of their antenna by opening and closing a switch, changing their antenna from
being highly reflective to highly absorptive. A receiver captures these reflections and uses
them to recover data from the tag. The key insight in backscatter is that it enables a vast
energy asymmetry between the anchor (interrogator) and the tag, as the energy cost of
actuating a switch to change impedance is very low.
Some prior work has proposed the viability of ultra wideband backscatter in theoretical
analyses [19,34]. As theoretical systems, these designs rely heavily on antenna and channel
models to validate system design choices. Unfortunately, the standard 802.15.4a channel
model [63] is not well suited to modeling a “two-way” signal, i.e. a backscatter reflection,
requiring simulations to mix in motion models or employ statistical tricks to try to model
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a complex, indoor ultra wideband backscatter channel [34]. D’Errico et al. further explore
how to design a hybrid system that includes a conventional RFID frontend for wakeup and
energy harvesting, however as previously stated our Slocalization design is independent of
energy frontends and should be amenable to such a hybrid design.




Figure 5.3: Logical Organization of the Slocalization Backscatter Localization System.
Tags are localized by measuring perturbations of the channel impulse response observed
between anchors situated throughout the environment. Long integration times are used to
increase SNR to a level acceptable to observe these minute variations. The leading edge of
the tag’s CIR corresponds to the time difference-of-arrival between the direct path between
anchors and the backscatter path traversed through the tag. Once these TDoAs are known,
the tags are localized using ellipse-based TDoA localization techniques.
Backscatter techniques have seen widespread use in systems targeting ultra low-power
tag operation. Unlike the active tags discussed so far, backscatter transmitters only transmit






Figure 5.4: UWB Backscatter Tag Design. In order to provide backscatter communi-
cation, a UWB antenna and RF switch are used in conjunction to modulate the reflective
characteristics of the RF channel. A shift register stores a PN code for the tag to emit. A
high stability oscillator clocks the shift register to drive backscattered communication.
the multipath environment by electrically controlling the presence and/or phase of the tag’s
reflection.
Backscatter techniques have been used extensively in narrowband applications such as
RFID (RF energy harvesting tags) and even with narrowband localization systems such as
WiDraw [76]. However, their accuracy in stationary RF environments is again limited by
the small amount of utilized bandwidth.
The same techniques can be applied in the ultra-wideband case. Figure 5.4 shows the
architecture of the “Slocalization” backscatter tag. The impedance of an ultra-wideband
antenna is modulated between a direct short and open through the use of an RF switch. The
state of the switch is dictated by a microcontroller which can choose the pattern in which
the multipath environment is modulated.
The Slocalization tag switches the antenna state once every second, modulating it with
a pseudo-random code to provide code separation between unique tags. The UWB an-
chor (not yet designed) will then periodically sound the channel to calculate the observed
channel impulse response. Any change in the Slocalization antenna state will result in a de-
viation in the channel impulse response with an offset corresponding to twice the difference
in distance between the anchor’s transmitter and receiver.
Successive channel impulse response measurements will be analyzed and averaged
across time to increase SNR. According to simulation, the amount of time required to
achieve a SNR of 20 dB (the minimum required SNR to perform leading edge detection)
versus the tag position is shown in Figure 5.6. This will dictate the minimum anchor den-
sity requirements for asset tracking systems depending on the required update rate of asset
position.
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Figure 5.5: Slocalization Link Budget. As the backscatter tag is not an active transmitter,
its localization relies on the measurement of reflected signals from another active transmit-
ting source. A number of losses between transmitter and receiver are accrued due to path
loss to the tag from the transmitter, path loss to the receiver, and losses internal to the tag.
Slocalization requires long integration times to ameliorate these effects.
Backscattered signals are much weaker than those from an active transmitter as they
must travel twice the distance. Recovering backscattered UWB signals is further con-
founded by limitations on UWB transmission power [25,35]. The link budget for a Slocal-
ization tag consists of three parts, also shown visually in Figure 5.5:
1. Path loss from transmitter to tag
2. Loss at the Slocalization tag
3. Path loss from tag to receiver
The total combined path loss can be summarized through an adaptation of the Friis trans-
mission equation:













where Pt and Pr are the transmitted and received power,Gt andGr are the anchor’s transmit



































































































































































































(e) CDF of Integration Time
Figure 5.6: Integration Time (in Minutes) vs. Slocalization Tag Position for Two Dif-
ferent Anchor Arrangements. The transmitting anchor can either be co-located (mono-
static) or separated (bistatic) from the receiving anchor, each of which has its strengths
and drawbacks. The monostatic arrangement suffers from high flash amplitude (the lim-
ited dynamic range of the RF frontend is overwhelmed by nearby high energy reflections)
and inadequate spatial coverage in large areas. The bistatic arrangement results in a larger
coverage area but requires time synchronization between the transmitting and receiving
anchors, which are now physically separate.
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the transmit and receive antennas, λ is the wavelength (in meters), and R1 and R2 are the
distances (in meters) between the tag and the receive and transmit anchors, respectively.
All gain and power figures are represented in decibels.
Recall that Slocalization’s goal is the measure the distance between the tag and an an-
chor by determining the time of arrival of the reflection from the tag. A signal to noise
ratio of approximately 26 dB is required for standard threshold-based leading edge detec-
tion techniques to accurately determine the tag’s time of arrival. Using the example from
Figure 5.5, with a transmitted signal power of -41.3 dBm/MHz and typical indoor settings
of Gt,Gbt,Gbr,Gr = 0 dBi, λ = 0.075 m, Lb = 1 dB, and R1,R2 = 5 m, the power received
from the backscatter tag is -159 dBm/MHz.
5.4.1 Integrating Signal from Noise
In a stationary environment with no other signal sources, the ambient noise is approxi-
mately white and Gaussian, that is its integral over a long period of time is roughly zero.
This observation leads to the slow in Slocalization: namely if you integrate a sufficient
number of samples over time, you can extract the tag’s signal from the channel impulse re-
sponse. In section 5.7.5 of our evaluation we explore the impact of additional interference
sources such as environmental motion or other ambient electronics, and show that these
can be filtered out of the channel frequency response and do not significantly affect the
performance of Slocalization.
To reliably recover reflection arrival time requires a 26 dB signal to noise ratio. Using
the well-known interpretation of Johnson-Nyquist noise, we can express the noise as a
function of integration time:






where PdBm is the noise power and t is the integration time. Continuing with the example
in Figure 5.5 along with a receive noise figure of 10 dB, an integration time of less than one
second is required to achieve a SNR threshold of 26 dB.
A variety of factors including obstructing materials, noise figure of the receiver, and
nulls in the tag’s antenna pattern can have a great effect on the parameters described in the
backscatter path loss. Therefore, a significant margin of error must be applied in integration




















Figure 5.7: The Time and Distance Tradeoff. Finding a UWB backscatter signal re-
quires integrating over multiple samples until the signal rises above the noise floor. The
signal strength is directly correlated to the distance between the transmitter and tag. For a
monostatic configuration (transmitter and receiver are the same anchor), this results in an
exponential increase in required integration time with increasing distance.
5.4.2 Integration Time vs Distance
The distance between the tag and anchors can have a significant impact on the integration
time required to recover the UWB signal. Figure 5.7 explores how integration time grows
as the distance between the tag and anchor grows. For a monostatic configuration, where
the transmitter and receiver are the same, this analysis finds that integration time grows
exponentially and quickly becomes untenable for rooms larger than 40-50 m. A bistatic
configuration, with separate transmitters and receivers, may perform better for some anchor
placement and room scenarios, but the rough order of magnitude for room size (bounded
by the anchor-tag-anchor path) will hold.
5.5 How to Measure Backscatter Transmissions: The Band-
stitched UWB Receiver
The previous section described the UWB channel in theory. In this section, we explore the
generation, manipulation, and recovery of UWB signals in practice.
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Figure 5.8: Slocalization Anchor Realization. The Slocalization anchor uses a commer-
cial off-the-shelf Ettus USRP N210 software-defined radio with the SBX 400-4400 MHz
daughterboard. Set up as a bistatic measurement, each anchor transmits and receives
at different frequencies. Through bandstitching, a highly accurate measurement of the
UWB channel impulse response is derived, allowing for an accurate determination of the
backscatter tag’s CIR through time-domain correlation.
5.5.1 UWB Bandstitching
To address the limited availability of UWB hardware, Kempke et al. introduced the concept
of a bandstitched UWB receiver [45]. The idea of bandstitching is that a more traditional
and accessible narrowband receiver can capture a UWB sample by taking a series of nar-
rowband samples at successive frequencies (3.33–3.36 GHz, 3.36–3.39 GHz. . . ), add these
samples together in the frequency domain, and then use this “stitched”-together sample to
recover a high-fidelity UWB channel impulse response in the time domain.
5.5.1.1 Extending to Bandstitched Transmitters
For Slocalization we borrow Kempke’s bandstitched UWB receiver architecture and extend
the principle to UWB transmission. While this is modification is fairly straightforward, us-
ing bandstitching for both the transmitter and receiver introduces an additional system-level
constraint that frequency hopping between the transmitter and receiver must be synchro-









































































(c) 1250 ms Integration
Figure 5.9: An example backscatter channel impulse response taken by Slocalization.
The 30% height of the CIR’s leading edge is used to calculate the ToA of the line-of-sight
path, necessitating sufficient SNR to resolve the leading edge. A number of integration
lengths are shown for an example backscatter CIR. While 50 ms of integration time ex-
hibits insufficient SNR to resolve the line-of-sight path, anything more than 250 ms shows
sufficient SNR to resolve the backscatter CIR in this link scenario.

























































































Figure 5.10: Integration time versus tag position. The minimum required integration
time varies based on the maximum backscatter path loss observed between all recording
anchors. A minimum signal to noise ratio of approximately 26 dB is required to accurately
determine the tag’s TDoA. Relative thermal noise decreases with increasing integration
time, yielding the above dependence of integration time on tag position. Minimum inte-
gration time assumes 0 dBi gain at each antenna, 0 dB internal tag loss and 12 dB receiver
noise figure. Longer integration times must be leveraged in instances where the tag or
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(c) CFR Noise Fluorescents
Figure 5.11: Effects on CFR from various dynamic environment processes. In order to
properly detect a backscatter tag, dynamic changes in the environment need to be compen-
sated for. Here we can see the effects of different dynamic channel conditions on the CFR,
the noise it imparts, and the effect of various filtering strategies, along with the required
noise density requirement of a typical backscatter link with 100 dB of path loss. Walk-
ing around the environment imparts low-frequency noise which can be easily compensated
through the use of a 50 Hz high-pass filter on CFR observations. Dynamic changes due to
fluorescent lighting imparts higher frequency noise, requiring the use of a higher frequency
high-pass filter to cancel. A control run shown in orange shows that even seemingly station-
ary environments observe CFR noise, likely due to noise internal to the software-defined
radio. These effects require tag modulation to be high enough to not be drowned out by
these common sources of noise.
same, but requires external synchronization for bistatic setups (distinct transmitters and
receivers).
5.5.1.2 Comparison to FMCW
In WiTrack, Adib et al. face the same access to UWB problems as Kempke’s Harmonium,
however the WiTrack design requires a full transceiver. WiTrack’s solution is to leverage
the well-known frequency modulated carrier wave (FMCW) radar design to capture UWB
range estimates [1]. The FMCW architecture has some drawbacks, however. It required
WiTrack to design and implement a custom RF daughterboard for the USRP, which nec-
essarily includes somewhat niche and expensive components, such as an ultra wideband
VCO and a DDS.1 In contrast, the Slocalization transceiver design runs on unmodified
SDRs, closer emulating traditional narrowband radio architectures.
5.5.2 Backscatter Signal Recovery
To recover the tag’s backscatter channel impulse response (CIR), anchors measure the
backscatter channel frequency response (CFR) using standard narrowband CFR approaches.




































Figure 5.12: Searching for Tags in Multi-User Settings. To generate the backscatter tag
CIR, the time offset and frequency offset of the backscatter modulation sequence must be
determined. In the case of PN-coded backscatter transmissions, this search space can be
quite large. This shows the resulting correlation search space for a PN code of length 63
transmitted with a period 983 ms. Three tags can be observed after an exhaustive search is
performed. The peak values for each tag are used to accurately correlate and reconstruct















Part MPN Quantity Cost (USD qty 1k)
MCU STM32L051K8T6 1 1.80
Antenna AH086M555003-T 1 1.57
Solar Cell AM-1417 1 1.44
RF Switch UP62422TK 1 0.71
RTC AM0805AQ 1 0.55
Crystal ABS07-32.768KHZ-7-T 1 0.38




Figure 5.13: Slocalization UWB Backscatter Tag Schematic. To maximize flexibility,
we utilize a low-power MCU in place of a shift register for our tag implementation. To
achieve the requisite oscillator stability at minimal power budget, we use an ultra low power
real time clock from Ambiq. To maintain a minimal tag power draw, we sleep the MCU
between (potential) bit flips, requiring a pair of flip flops to drive the RF switch. We include






















































Number of CFR Bins
(b) Required CFR SNR vs. Number of Bandstitched Bins
Figure 5.14: Processing Impacts Precision. The introduction of more bandstitching bins
not only contributes to better CIR resolution from greater utilized bandwidth, but also im-
proves the CIR SNR, given the same integration time for each CFR bin. The increase in
SNR is due to the coherent contribution of many, noisy CFR bins. In the case of the single-
path case, the CIR SNR increases by 10 × log10 (nbins). A CIR SNR of 26 dB is required



















































Figure 5.15: Crystal Stability Limits Distance. To recover tag signals, the UWB receiver
must be able to correlate the tag pulse train. This requires the pulse generation to remain
stable over the course of integration window at the receiver. As the required receiver inte-
gration time increases, the allowable tag jitter falls.
To differentiate the backscatter CFR from the direct CFR, successive measurements of the
CFR are correlated to the tag’s transmit sequence.
To successfully extract the tag’s signal, the tag’s transmit sequence must follow two
characteristics. First, the sequence must have a zero mean (an equal number of zeros and
ones). This ensures that no portion of the direct CIR is present after correlation. Second, the
sequence must employ a modulation rate higher than that of other dynamic sources within
the environment. To meet these requirements, Slocalization mixes the transmit sequence
with a pattern of the form sgn (sin (ω ∗ t)).
The receiver must correlate against both tag frequency and sequence offset to recover
the tag’s CIR. A running count of time is kept between observed bandstitching steps to
account for tag drift while switching bands. A complete estimate of the tag’s CIR can be
computed after an entire UWB sweep. To achieve sufficient backscatter SNR for a single
backscatter CIR, careful consideration of the dwell time at each band is required.
Figure 5.14 describes the tradeoff between the number of CFR bins and the CIR vari-
ance. Due to the coherent summation of CFR bins the required SNR for each CFR bin
decreases with an increasing number of bins. The coherent summation of N bins yields a
10× log10 (N) increase in CIR SNR. To achieve an approximate 26 dB CIR SNR2, a CFR
226 dB of CIR SNR yields a negligible number of false positives in CIR ToA detection
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bin SNR of 26− 10× log10 (N) is required. This relates directly to the required dwell time
at each band.
The number of bandstitching steps along with the dwell time at each step defines the
time to complete a full UWB sweep. Various methods can be employed to increase the
UWB sweep rate. Either the instantaneous bandwidth can be increased through the use
of higher sampling rate ADCs or multiple bands can be observed simultaneously through
observation across multiple center frequencies. The current Slocalization design employs
25 MHz of instantaneous bandwidth utilizing one RF receive frontend, yielding 49 steps
with two seconds of integration time at each step to generate 1.225 GHz of UWB sweep
bandwidth over the course of 98 seconds of total integration time.
With 2 seconds of integration time at each step, integrated thermal noise is -177 dBm
per Section 5.4.1. A reasonable receive noise figure of 10 dB increases the effective noise
floor to -167 dBm. The 490 total CFR bins measured across the entire UWB bandwidth
yields a processing gain of 10 × log10 (490) = 26.9 dB. Therefore, to achieve 26 dB of
CIR SNR, a CFR SNR of -0.9 dB is required. Assuming a UWB-compliant signal with -
41.3 dBm per bin, this gives an allowable total backscatter path loss of (−41.3)− (−0.9)−
(−167) = 126.6 dB.
In order to support long integration times at the anchor, timing jitter in the tag’s mod-
ulation sequence must be kept to a minimum. Over the course of the anchor’s integration
period, the modulation sequence must not deviate by more than 1/4 bit period from the av-
erage rate. Figure 5.15 shows the allowable signal jitter vs. integration time for the 256 Hz
tag modulation rate evaluated in this paper, derived through Monte Carlo simulation. RC
jitter for the AM0805 (a representative frequency source) is approximately 500 ppm, ne-
cessitating the use of the higher-power crystal mode to maintain code coherence.
5.6 Slocalization Implementation
As a backscatter system, realizing Slocalization does not require many components. How-
ever, due the sensitivity of the backscatter channel and a focus on minimal power draw,
careful selection of components is required to maximize the potential of Slocalization.
5.6.1 Tag Design
The ultra-low power requirements for Slocalization’s UWB backscatter tag allows for a
batteryless design, freeing itself from the periodic recharging or replacement maintenance
typically associated with battery-based designs. The following sections detail the imple-
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mentation of the Slocalization tag’s backscatter and energy harvesting circuitry.
5.6.1.1 Backscatter Frontend
The principle of backscatter relies on the ability to modulate an antenna’s impedance be-
tween varying states. To achieve this, the Slocalization tag leverages a SPDT RF switch.
One input to the RF switch is tied to ground (through an AC coupling capacitor) while the
other is left floating, allowing for a 180 degree phase shift between two states. The output
of the RF switch is connected to the tag’s UWB antenna.
The Slocalization tag uses the UPG2422TK RF switch due to its desirable characteris-
tics of a) minimal insertion loss, b) low power operation, and c) low switching voltage. The
two RF switch control lines are driven by D flip flops which are latched using a low-power
MCU. The MCU modulates the tag’s PN backscatter sequence and is used to emulate the
functionality of a simpler shift register-based design while also facilitating greater experi-
mental flexibility.
For a stable frequency source, the Slocalization tag leverages the AM0805, an ultra-
low power RTC that draws only 50 nA to provide a stable frequency reference. This RTC is
configured to provide the MCU with the appropriate backscatter modulation rate (256 Hz
in our implementation).
5.6.1.2 Energy-Harvesting Details
For the purposes of this evaluation, the Slocalization tag achieves light-based energy har-
vesting through the use of an attached 35 mm × 14 mm photovoltaic cell. With an open-
circuit voltage of 2.4 V in indoor conditions, it provides sufficient voltage to run all embed-
ded Slocalization tag electronics. An energy storage capacitor is used to provide sufficient
high-current switching demands from the embedded MCU.
Any number of alternative energy harvesting designs have been shown to provide power
delivery capabilities above the 1 µW necessary to power the Slocalization tag. Of particular
interest are that of narrowband RFID techniques, which may be able to leverage the UWB
antenna already included on the tag.
While the Slocalization tag has been shown to achieve UWB backscatter on an ex-
tremely constrained power budget, we believe there is significant headway achievable with
future designs. For instance, the functionality demonstrated by the MCU can be replaced
with a linear feedback shift register. Additionally, the D flip flops and RF switch all have
the potential to be integrated onto a single die. Future work will allow for a deeper analysis
of the size and power achievable through a custom silicon design.
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5.6.2 Anchor / Network Design
Deployed Slocalization infrastructure consists of a number of anchors, such as that shown
in Figure 5.8, each of which are synchronized with a shared clock and connected to a host
computer using gigabit Ethernet. The host computer orchestrates the coordinated reception
of a single bandstitching anchor’s transmissions across the entire UWB bandwidth.
Transmit data is fed to the designated TX anchor as a repeating sequence of twenty
IQ samples, chosen as a sequence which minimizes dynamic range and maintains equal
amplitude across the 25 MHz of occupied bandwidth. Due to the repetitive nature of the
signal, this sequence is designed to generate twenty CFR peaks across 25 MHz, calibrated
to a transmit amplitude abiding by the FCC requirement of -41.3 dBm/MHz.
The rest of the anchors involved in the network feed received IQ samples back to the
host PC for post-processing. An initial real-time integration step averages out high fre-
quency effects. For example, at 20 samples per repetition and 25 Ms/s, a CFR update rate
of 1.25 MHz is achievable, but not useful for the low tag modulation rates utilized by Slo-
calization. This initial integration step repeatedly integrates the 20-sample sequence one
thousand times before dumping the averaged IQ data. This 1000× decimation yields a
CFR update rate of 1.25 kHz, enough to cover the modulation rates utilized by Slocaliza-
tion while minimizing additional signal processing complexity.
Once the UWB sweep is performed once, the role of all participating anchors is ro-
tated to calculate each TDoA estimate in turn. Future work will explore the simultaneous
transmission and reception of multiple anchors to minimize required end-to-end integration
time.
5.6.3 Processing
All signal processing for Slocalization is performed in MATLAB using raw USRP data.
The following sections walk through the processing step by step.
5.6.3.1 Data Parsing and Trimming
Averaged IQ data as described in section 5.6.2 is stored in a format which includes tagged
metadata identifying the precise time and target of retune events occurring within data
logging operations. These retune events are used to segment the IQ data into separate
bandstitching snapshots. After IQ data segmentation, the first 80 ms of each step are then
trimmed to allow the receiver’s RF PLL to settle to the newly-tuned frequency.
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5.6.3.2 Clock Ambiguity Resolution
When distributing time via a shared reference, a number of PLLs and their effects must be
considered. First, time is distributed as a 10 MHz signal to each anchor. From there, it is
multiplied by 10× to provide clocking internal to the USRP. This reference is then divided
by 4× to provide the reference for the transmit/receive RF PLL. Depending on the random
timing introduced through the power-on sequencing internal to each radio, the phase of the
final 25 MHz signal can be offset in time between anchors. A signal processing step in
software measures the phase difference incurred between received bands and corrects for
any phase offset incurred.
5.6.3.3 CFR Calibration
Each adjusted IQ sequence is then compared to the expected receive sequence through a
calibration step. Direct-connection calibration recordings between pairwise anchors are
performed to accurately compensate for any phase offset incurred during RF signal gener-
ation and reconstruction. CFR measurements are directly generated through deconvolution
with the calibration dataset.
5.6.3.4 Direct CIR Acquisition
Direct CIRs between anchors are generated through assembling the full UWB CFR. These
direct CIRs are later used to calculate relative TDoA to the backscatter tag.
5.6.3.5 Backscatter CIR Acquisition
The backscatter CIR is calculated by correlating the CFR with the tag’s known backscat-
ter modulation sequence. The search consists of a 2D search including tag modulation
frequency and sequence time offset.
5.6.3.6 TDoA Estimation
Once the direct and backscatter CIRs are known, the TDoA can be estimated by calculating
the difference in ToA between the direct and backscatter CIRs. Our implementation uses




Multiple TDoAs to a single tag are leveraged to determine the tag’s location. The TDoA es-
timates along with the known positions of participating anchors define ellipsoids of possible
tag positions. The minimum mean squared error is determined through a gradient descent
algorithm to determine the best-fitting position estimate given the measured TDoAs to each
reporting anchor pair.














































































(c) Anchor 2 to 3 Path
Figure 5.16: Direct- and Backscatter-Path Channel Impulse Response Measurements.
Each CIR is calculated using 1.225 GHz of bandstitched ultra-wideband measurements.
For each pairing of anchors situated throughout the environment, the channel impulse re-
sponse is calculated. Multiple time difference-of-arrival backscatter measurements are nec-
essary to determine a tag’s 3D location accurately.
In this evaluation we aim to prove the viability of Slocalization. We first demonstrate
the system’s capability to recover TDoA estimates from a backscatter signal. We then
demonstrate end-to-end localization of a Slocalization tag in a complex indoor environ-
ment, finding it achieves 30 cm average error across an array of points. We then evaluate

















Min Max Mean Median
2D XY Euclidean Error 0.05 0.70 0.25 0.18
3D Euclidean Error 0.08 0.70 0.30 0.26
Figure 5.17: Slocalization Performance Evaluation. Ground truth vs. estimated tag
position in a 4.5 m × 3 m × 2.3 m interior room. A number of fixed locations are chosen
for the Slocalization tag, and the difference between the calculated position and the true
position are shown. Slocalization is able to achieve 30 cm of average 3D error using sub-
microwatt tags across the entire evaluation space using only 98 seconds of integration time
at each location.
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ization can handle and reject environmental interference. Finally, we show that we can
distinguish and recover ranging information from multiple Slocalization tags transmitting
in parallel in the same environment.
5.7.1 Can Slocalization Measure TDoA?
We begin by investigating the viability of Slocalization. We set up three anchors configured
for bistatic ranging (separate transmitter and receiver) and a single Slocalization tag. In
Figure 5.16, we show the recovered channel impulse response for the Anchor 1 → 2,
Anchor 1 → 3, and Anchor 2 → 3 paths. The Slocalization system can clearly identify
peaks for both the direct and backscattered path for all anchor pairings. This time difference
of arrival (TDoA) coupled with known 3D positions of anchors can be used to localize the
Slocalization tag.
5.7.2 3D Location Estimation
We next investigate the quality of the location estimates provided by Slocalization. We set
up Slocalization in a 4.5 m × 3 m × 2.3 m interior room and place the tag in 10 different
locations throughout the room. We configure the bandstitching sweep to dwell for 2 s at
each of the 49 measured bands, requiring 98 s total for each location fix, an update rate
of approximately 10 mHz. Figure 5.17 shows the results of this experiment and finds that
the Slocalization system is able to achieve an average error of only 30 cm across all 10
locations.
5.7.3 Integration Time
The integration time is the key factor that determines how slow Slocalization runs. Because
the signal received from the tag is well below the noise floor, the Slocalization system needs
to integrate numerous samples of the environment over time to extract the tag’s signal.
Recall, the goal is to be able to accurately detect the leading edge of the pulse reflected
by the tag, as the time offset of this edge yields the distance between the tag and anchors.
Figure 5.9 looks at the effect of varying this integration time for a sample link.
In this experiment the tag-anchor-tag distance is just shy of 5 m, which allows an in-
tegration time as short as 250 ms to successfully recover the line of sight path. Note that
250 ms is only the integration time for one slice of the ultra wideband spectrum. Band-
stitching requires 250 ms of dwell time at each of the 49 frequency slices, thus requiring
12.25 s to completely resolve position.
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5.7.4 Integration Time vs Position
Figure 5.7 presented a theoretical analysis of the impact of distance on integration time.
In Figure 5.10, we evaluate the actual integration time across our evaluation space. The
required integration time for a given position is dictated by the worst case (most path loss)
from any tag-anchor-tag configuration. In practice, this means that anchor placement can
have a significant effect on the best, average, and worst case localization time for positions
throughout a room.
5.7.5 Environmental Noise
A principle design goal of Slocalization is the ability to localize a static tag. This design
goal extends to the ability to localize the tag in a static environment. However, in many
real-world scenarios, while the localization target may be stationary, the environment often
is not. A non-stationary environment will appear as noise in the channel frequency response
(CFR). In Figure 5.11a we capture the CFR in a static environment and then add various
perturbations and compensation strategies.
We first consider the obvious environmental noise source for indoor spaces, namely
people moving throughout the environment. In practice human beings do not move quickly
in physical space, and Figure 5.11b shows that the simple addition of a 50 Hz high-pass
filter is able to remove most of the CFR noise created by people moving about the space.
The next source of noise Slocalization must deal with is that emitted by ambient devices
in the space. In Figure 5.11c we find that the fluorescent lighting in our office building emits
significant noise not successfully filtered by the 50 Hz filter added for removing human
motion. Raising this filter to 150 Hz successfully removes the noise introduced by the
lighting, facilitating Slocalization.
It is in Slocalization’s interest to keep this filter value as low as possible. The primary
energy cost for the tag is turning on and off the antenna load switch, thus the lower the
switching frequency, the lower the tag’s active power draw. In practice we have not found
other significant interference sources above 150 Hz testing in both a traditional office set-
ting and a home environment. We set the tag oscillation frequency to 256 Hz to balance
active power draw and detectability.
5.7.6 Multiple Tags
The Slocalization design includes PN codes to allow the anchor infrastructure to distin-
guish multiple tags. Figure 5.12 places concurrently transmitting Slocalization tags in the
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environment. The Slocalization system is able to cleanly distinguish each tag and localize
it independently of the others.
5.8 Summary
In this chapter, we have described the design and implementation of a system which is able
to accurately track the position of stationary, energy-harvesting tags. Such a localization ar-
chitecture has been shown to be applicable to the asset tracking domain due to the minimal
maintenance requirements and minimal power generation capability of energy harvesting
technologies.
The Slocalization tag consumes less than one micro-watt of power and consists of an
UWB antenna, RF switch, and RTC, along with a microcontroller used only once to con-
figure the RTC’s settings. Power is applied from a solar cell, but can also be supplied from
any number of other identified energy harvesting technologies.
The Slocalization anchors are realized using commodity radios configured to generate
ultra-wideband channel impulse response measurements. Due to self-interference issues,
the anchors measure the tag’s backscatter CIR between anchors by measuring the minute
effects of the tag’s backscatter modulator on the channel impulse response observed be-
tween anchors.
This section concludes our exploration of the applications of personal navigation, robotic
navigation, and asset tracking capabilities. The next section will focus on the troubles
which will arise when deploying the infrastructure necessary to perform these functions
along with potential solutions to these issues as well.
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CHAPTER 6












Figure 6.1: SurePoint CIR Flooding Concepts. If sufficient clock synchronization is
attainable, the simultaneous transmission of multiple transceivers mimics the effects of
multipath propagation. Furthermore, the combined CIR contains more power, giving rise
to more reliable message communication.
Up until now, no method for orchestrating the localization of multiple tags in a shared
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environment has been described. SurePoint tags request ranges to nearby anchors at will,
and this will inevitably result in collisions in highly contested environments.
For this reason, further functionality has been added to the SurePoint protocol to enable
the global time synchronization and scheduling of all tags and anchors participating in
the network. This allows for a graceful degradation of performance with the addition of
tags operating in the same area, as there will be no chance of network collisions during
localization operations.
This functionality is enabled by the application of constructive interference, which al-
lows for the simultaneous transmission of many tags at the same time to aid in increasing
link reliability and enabling the adoption of physical-layer protocols such as LWB in the
ultra-wideband space. The rest of this chapter will detail these concepts of constructive
interference when applied to UWB and how it can be used to provide accurate global time
synchronization and scheduling.



































Echo A and B
Figure 6.2: Constructive Interference With UWB. To evaluate whether UWB achieves
constructive interference we place three nodes, an initiator and two echoers, into Faraday
cages and connect them with variable attenuators. When two nodes reply concurrently,
the packet reception rate rises, validating that constructive interference is viable in the
802.15.4a UWB channel.
Constructive interference – or the simultaneous transmission of multiple nodes to achieve
better link reliability – has been demonstrated and leveraged in the narrowband case [22]
by protocols such as the Low-Power Wireless Bus (LWB) [26] which is built on top of the
2.4 GHz 802.15.4 radio and Glossy floods [27]. In the case of narrowband transmissions,
the combined transmission of many nodes has been utilized to provide time synchronization
primitives in networks of three or more nodes. In the case of narrowband transmissions,
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packets must be kept short in order to avoid the enveloping effect which occurs when multi-
ple sinusoids are summed together with varying frequencies (due to either crystal variances
or time synchronization mismatch).
The situation is slightly different with ultra-wideband transmissions. Due to the sparse
nature of the ultra-wideband channel, transmissions which are separated by only 1/BW
(down to two nodes) constructively interfere perfectly (3 dB) in a single-path environment.
Reduced performance may be seen in heavy multipath environments where the delay spread
is large, but will perform at least as well as in the narrowband case.
6.1.1 Constructive Interference Results in UWB CIR Superposition
Figure 6.3: Measured CIR Superposition. The effect on the CIR for two simultaneous
UWB transmissions spaced apart by 400 ns for clarity. Total signal power is increased by
approximately 3 dB, aiding in the constructive interference (and thus further reach) of these
closely-synchronized transmissions.
Figure 6.3 shows the effect on the derived CIR of two nodes simultaneously transmit-
ting (with an artificial offset of 400 ns) in a typical indoor setting. The CIR now contains
the sum of the two channels observed between the receiver and two transmitters. The over-
all power contained within the CIR is equal to the sum of the power in each separate CIR.
In future work, multiple time-of-arrival estimates could be extracted from the combined



































































Figure 6.4: Flooding Efficacy vs. Crystal Synchronization. Channel impulse response
power vs. carrier offset for two equidistant nodes transmitting simultaneously in a single
path environment. Modest crystal inaccuracies can result in a significant degradation of the
positive effects of ultra-wideband flooding which include increased communication range
and robust data transmission.
6.1.2 Higher Crystal Accuracy Requirements for UWB CI
In order for the two received CIRs to constructively interfere, the carrier frequency of each
must be close enough to the receiver local oscillator so that the difference in phase between
the two between the start and end of preamble accumulation is less than π radians. Fig-
ure 6.4 shows the relative signal power improvement vs. carrier offset for the simultaneous
transmission of two flooding UWB transmitters.
The maximum preamble time specified by the 802.15.4a specification is approximately
4 milliseconds. This correlates to an approximate crystal accuracy requirement of 0.05 ppm
to ensure adequate constructive interference capabilities. This accuracy requirement is
much more stringent than normally obtainable through inexpensive crystal oscillators, so a
different method of achieving this synchronization accuracy between nodes is required.
6.2 Extending Constructive Interference: UWB Flooding
Constructive interference has been found to be helpful in providing a simple means to pro-
viding a flooding primitive in prior work on narrowband wireless networks. The Low-
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(a) Master Initiates Flood (b) Flood Propagation Step 1
(c) Flood Propagation Step 2 (d) Flood Propagation Step 3
Figure 6.5: Time Succession of a UWB Flood. The UWB flood is kicked off by request of
a master node. Each time step thereafter, any node which has received any of the previous
flood transmissions perpetuates the flood until an incrementing depth counter is reached,
corresponding to the maximum expected depth of the UWB network.
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Power Wireless Bus (LWB) utilizes constructive interference to extend wireless reach.
Floods are initiated by a single node, then all nodes which have received the flood initi-
ation message then re-transmit the same message at a fixed time offset. This is perpetuated
for a number of successive re-transmissions equal to the maximum expected depth of the
wireless network.
6.3 Problem: Uncoordinated Tag Transmissions
SurePoint was developed to create a hardware and software abstraction for localization
operations along with exploring the ways in which diversity can be leveraged to gain an
improvement in localization accuracy. An extension of these capabilities is required to
realize applications requiring the use of many, transient tags.
In prior work, the Low-Power Wireless bus is used to provide a global scheduling
scheme with all communications based on narrowband floods. An extension of the Low-
Power Wireless bus to the Ultra-Wideband domain is a simple extension which requires
relatively little effort. The following section describes the details of the specific implemen-
tation for the global time synchronization and scheduling of many SurePoint tags.
6.4 Solution: Provide a Global Time Synchronization Method-
ology Based On UWB Floods


































tflood tflood tslot tslot
tranging
Figure 6.6: SurePoint Multi-Tag Protocol. Every round begins with a scheduling flood
sent out by the master anchor. This schedule includes the round duration, contention slots
for joining the network, and the schedule for each tag. To improve update rate, at the cost
of network join latency, the round duration is much larger than the duration of a SurePoint
range event, which means the same tag may be scheduled multiple times in a single round.
In this example, the round duration is fixed at 1 Hz with 80 ms timeslots allowing up to
twelve ranging events per second to one tag or one ranging event per second for twelve
tags.
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All scheduling and time synchronization operations are orchestrated by a single, ‘mas-
ter’ node whose role is dictated during network setup. This master node sends a peri-
odic synchronization flood which allows all nodes participating in the network to reference
a common time base. The remaining timing assignments between scheduling floods are
shown in Figure 6.6.
Along with providing global synchronization through the schedule flood, a snapshot of
the current schedule and any newly-scheduled tags are included in the schedule flood data.
After the schedule flood, a time slot is reserved for a contention period. This contention
period allows for unscheduled tags to request a time slot during the schedule. Any nodes
which are currently unscheduled pick a random time offset within the contention slot to
initiate a flood. The first flood received by the master node during the contention slot is
then scheduled and notified during the scheduling flood in the next schedule round.
All remaining time slots are reserved for ranging transmissions to and from the node
which is assigned during that time slot. At most one tag is allowed to perform localization
operations within each assigned time slot in order to avoid collisions of packets used during
two-way ranging operations.
6.4.1 Joining the Network
Once SurePoint has achieved accurate network-wide time synchronization through the use
of periodic Glossy floods, LWB defines a contention timeslot for use in requesting schedule
assignments. In the case of SurePoint, a schedule request is sent by each unscheduled tag
at a random time offset within this slot. Those who are listening during this time interval
(anchors and scheduled tags) proceed by perpetuating the flood of the first schedule request
they see. This flood is sent with the intention of it reaching the master anchor who will
add it to the schedule. Note that from the perspective of a new tag, there is no difference
between simply sending its packet after a different flood has started or two tags sending
simultaneously and spawning competing floods. The only important metric is whether the
master anchor hears a tag’s request.
New schedule assignments are sent in the synchronization flood that begins the next
round. To keep synchronization packets short in the common case, each tag is assigned
a unique id. When first scheduled, the synchronization flood packet sends out a mapping
of tag EUI to id. At most one new scheduling assignment can be made per round in the
interest of keeping the packet length short (recall that longer packets require better crystal
calibration). The schedule itself is defined by the number of tags (schedule length), the
optional assignment of a new tag EUI to a localization timeslot, and a bit array containing
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the valid tags.
If the schedule request flood is not received by the master or a schedule assignment
is not heard by the requesting tag, the tag will retry each round until a valid schedule
assignment is received.
6.4.2 Steady State Operation
Once all tags within reach of the SurePoint network are scheduled, the network enters a
period of steady state operation where each tag performs localization tasks within one or
more fixed timeslots after the contention period. After the contention slot, the remaining
time in Tround is allocated to tranging, which is divided into tranging/tslot slots. Each tag
counts round timeslots modulo the total length sent in the schedule packet. Whenever the
round timeslot matches the tag’s assigned timeslot, the tag starts the SurePoint ranging
protocol to nearby anchors. If there are fewer tags than time slots, some tags will have the
opportunity to range multiple times per round.
6.4.3 Leaving the Network
Due to the inherent mobility of nodes participating in localization operations, nodes will
frequently go out of range of the SurePoint network or may wish to stop ongoing local-
ization operations altogether if knowledge of their position is no longer required. For this
reason, SurePoint implements two methods for removal of nodes from the network. Those
nodes which would like to give up their timeslot can issue a disconnection request during
the contention round through the use of a dedicated flood back to the master. Each node’s
timeslot is also given a lifetime, and the master will de-schedule those nodes which haven’t
been heard from during that period. In order to avoid disconnection, nodes wishing to
continue on-going localization operations can re-issue their schedule request prior to the
lifetime limit through use of a repeated scheduling flood back to the master node.
6.5 Crystal Compensation With Periodic Synchronization
The periodic scheduling floods described in the previous section are initiated at a fixed
interval. This, combined with the time-of-arrival estimates provided by the DW1000 (or
similar UWB transceiver) provide an accurate estimation of the crystal offset between the
master node and all other nodes participating in the Glossy flood.
This offset allows for the compensation of the crystal frequency used on each node.
One method to perform this crystal offset compensation is through the fine-tuning of the
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crystal’s loaded capacitance. The DW1000 provides a method to fine-tune this capacitance
at increments of 0.25 pF. This, combined with a careful selection of external loading ca-
pacitance depending on the crystal accuracy specification, can synchronization accuracy of























































(b) Simultaneous Transmissions (dB increase in RX signal power)
Figure 6.7: Combined Signal Power vs. Receiver Position for UWB Floods. Compares
the interference potential of five non-simultaneous transmitters (no flood) vs. multiple
simultaneous transmitters (flooding). Only portions of the environment which are far away
from the anchors experience any significant increase in signal power (>3 dB), where UWB
signal power is low to begin with. A careful evaluation of the effects of UWB flooding
on narrowband radios should be performed, considering the alternate of prolonged, per-tag
sequential floods.
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6.6 Interference Potential With UWB Floods
UWB floods increase the channel power over that attained with only one node transmitting
at a time. This means that there is greater potential for unintended disruption to other
radios occupying the same bands. In this section, we will detail the total impact on channel
power and evaluate whether Glossy UWB floods will have any significant impact on other
technologies occupying the same space.
Figure 6.7 shows a mapping of the maximum signal strength obtainable at a 3.1 GHz
frequency across a floor plan 10x10 m2 in size. Five nodes are placed along the X axis.
The first figure shows the signal strength attainable across the space without constructive
interference). The second figure shows the difference in signal strength attainable with con-
structive interference (all nodes transmitting simultaneously). Minimal changes in signal
strength are seen close to each node, where narrowband interference is most likely, while
a significant increase in receive power is observed further away from the array. Future
work should detail placement requirements and perform a more thorough evaluation of the
potential effects of UWB flooding on existing narrowband technologies.
6.7 Limits of Time Synchronization Accuracy
Time synchronization has been an invaluable byproduct of the GPS network for its use in
providing approximately 100 nanoseconds in time synchronization accuracy to anywhere
on Earth. This allows for a variety of applications ranging from the synchronization of
national power transmission to the time stamping of business transactions. The techniques
discussed in this section may be able to be leveraged to provide similar levels of accuracy
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(c) Flooding-Based Crystal Synchronization
Figure 6.8: Flooding Synchronization. We lay out a small network of attenuated nodes
with single-hop connectivity shown in (a). For UWB packets to constructively interfere,
transmitter synchronization accuracy must exceed the position modulation timing granu-
larity (64.10 ns for 6.8 Mbps transmission). Synchronization across the entire flooding
network is affected by the accuracy of transmit and receive timestamps and the cumulative
flood traversal time (i.e. the flooding protocol does not compensate for time-of-flight). In
(b) we measure the offset of each node from the flood initiator. Average time synchroniza-
tion is well within the required accuracy, yet those nodes situated after the first hop exhibit
higher synchronization noise due to limitations in the transmit timing granularity of the
DW1000 transceiver. In (c), we show how SurePoint adjusts the crystal frequency tuning
to minimize cumulative timing error and enable reliable flooding over multiple hops. With
a 23 ppm tuning range and 30 tuning steps, each node can (ideally) tune crystal frequency
to a resolution of 0.79 ppm. SurePoint nodes compare the measured and expected time be-
tween successive floods to adjust their crystal frequency to that of the master node. Crystal
non-linearities and manufacturing variability cause the offset to briefly exceed ±0.79/2 and
oscillate between steps when near the quantization boundary.
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6.8 Is Global Time Sync Too Inclusive?
The methods for UWB floods and scheduling which have been discussed so far have as-
sumed a global schedule for all tags participating in the localization network. In some cases
where the network covers many distinct areas, a global time schedule may be too limiting.
Instead, those nodes which are within range of disparate sets of anchors should be able
to occupy the same time slot, as no potentially disruptive interference will result. Each
disparate set could use a different preamble code in order to minimize any bleed-through
of weak signals into the recorded impulse response of tags operating together in the same
time slot.
6.9 Summary
In this chapter, we have identified many of the pain points which occur with the realiza-
tion of localization systems deployed in indoor environments. These pain points include
the deployment challenges of infrastructure, including time synchronization, the schedul-
ing of transient tags, and the ability and reliability of supporting network-wide message
capabilities.
Solutions to these challenges have been evaluated, including the introduction of the
ultra-wideband flooding primitive which is able to achieve nanosecond-level time synchro-
nization as well as improve the reliability of message transmission throughout the Sure-
Point network. Time synchronization has the potential to alleviate the need for hard-wired
time synchronization usually used in time difference-of-arrival systems. Global communi-
cation throughout the network with wideband floods requires no additional network wiring
for infrastructure nodes. Furthermore, these techniques enable the scheduling of tags which
dynamically enter and leave the network, as would be expected in a person navigation en-
vironment.
The deployment of infrastructure is a major challenge for the retrofit of localization
technologies in pre-existing buildings. If it is to be performed, it requires significant effort,
and a desire is placed on the ease and cost of deployment, as well as the flexibility of the
infrastructure being deployed. Throughout this chapter and dissertation, we have attempted




Historically, the key to adapting a new technology lies in identifying its killer app. In
this dissertation, we explore the realization of indoor localization spanning the applications
of personal navigation, robotic navigation, and asset tracking, all of which are motivating
examples exposing the widely-ranging performance requirements encountered in typical
localization system design. Due to the coverage and accuracy afforded by ultra-wideband
RF transmissions, we argue that UWB technologies will allow for a generic and low-cost
solution to this wide-ranging domain. A number of tag designs are proposed along with
a generic infrastructure architecture designed to support the different sensing modalities
required by each application.
We first detail the design of the provisioned SurePoint tag, a design which leverages
commodity UWB transceivers and antenna diversity to provide position estimates with a
focus on providing accurate and responsive location as a service. The SurePoint design
is evaluated with respect to its ability to provide personal navigation in difficult indoor
environments where high accuracy, low latency, and a user-friendly API are favored at the
cost of tag power and higher tag cost.
Harmonium leverages antenna diversity to achieve similar accuracy as SurePoint but
separates the UWB transmit and receive functions to alleviate power and implementation
complexity requirements at the tag. Harmonium tags are transmit-only, shifting UWB
receive complexity to the deployed infrastructure. The Harmonium receivers consist of a
bandstitched narrowband frontend – a much simpler architecture than prior UWB receive
architectures – further enhancing its integrability into current infrastructure designs.
Slocalization combines the Harmonium bandstitched receiver with a bandstitched trans-
mitter to achieve low-noise UWB channel sounding. This enables the Slocalization tag, an
architecture which achieves orders of magnitude improvement in tag power draw at the cost
of slower tag update rate. The application of Slocalization to asset tracking is considered
due to the long periods of stationarity characteristic of many asset tracking scenarios.
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Finally, issues of infrastructure deployment such as global communication, time syn-
chronization, and scheduling are explored, lowering the barrier to adoption for the tech-
niques and technologies discussed in this dissertation. With a careful understanding of
the various methods described for determining location, we believe that UWB techniques
will allow for the quick adoption of indoor tracking applications which have seen little
commercial utilization in the past.
7.1 Future Work
Indoor localization system design has and will continue to be an active area of research
interest due to its wide-ranging application potential. The ideas and methods discussed in
this dissertation have focused on methods for generating, manipulating, and measuring the
ultra-wideband channel for the purposes of indoor localization. Nevertheless, there are a
large number of directions that deserve future study in refining the size, weight, accuracy,
power, and deployability of these systems. The following sections describe some of the
immediate areas for improvement which have been identified in the systems described so
far.
7.1.1 SurePoint Enhancements
The current SurePoint protocol assumes equal localization update requirements across all
tags in the network. However, there may be times in which certain nodes may be under
strict power requirements or may not be moving enough to warrant a quick update rate. Fu-
ture implementations may be able to implement a more advanced scheduler by appending
an update request frequency to their schedule request packet when requesting to join the
network.
Motivated by this point, certain effort could be dedicated to improving the power con-
sumption aspects of the ranging protocol’s current implementation to fit a much larger
number of application domains. First, the tags currently are used to participate (receive and
flood) during the schedule and contention rounds. If the tag is under a strict power budget,
the tag could skip flooding any messages during these times and only turn on to catch the
periodic synchronization round messages to keep synchronized with the network.
Another avenue for improvement is applications in which the anchors span multiple
distinct physical rooms or indoor spaces. In this case, a global schedule may not be optimal,
as the broadcasts from a tag in a distant room will not likely collide. A means of dividing
buildings into distinct RF zones with concurrent tag transmission could increase utilization.
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Another interesting avenue to explore is feedback from the anchor network, which could
detect when tags are moving through the environment and automatically hand it off between
distinct RF zones.
7.1.2 Making Slocalization Less Slow
While Slocalization’s current performance is acceptable for a large array of devices and
applications, there are numerous improvements that could accelerate and improve localiza-
tion performance. First, the RF frontends used exhibit an approximately 12 dB noise figure
across the range of utilized frequencies. This yields the potential for improvement with the
addition of a low-noise amplifier at each anchor receive antenna.
Currently, Slocalization uses omnidirectional antennas for maximum flexibility of an-
chor placement. In the WiTrack system, directional antennas are employed following the
argument that the most likely deployment scenario is “in the walls”. The same is likely true
for Slocalization in many cases and the system could see similar gains. Further including
system-level knowledge such as constraining tag location to “inside the room” could also
improve localization performance and help eliminate outliers.
The instantaneous bandwidth is smaller than that attainable with the hardware utilized,
as the gigabit Ethernet communication used by the USRP N210 bottlenecks throughput.
Larger instantaneous bandwidth could be attainable by leveraging averaging on the FPGA
fabric, lowering the necessary Ethernet bandwidth and therefore increasing the sweep rate
and attainable update rate given the same specifications.
7.1.3 Slocalizing Smart Dust
Recently, there has been a growing interest in and several demonstrations of viable mil-
limeter-scale systems [54]. Fundamentally, a Slocalization tag requires very little: a stable
clock source, a shift register, and a variable impedance antenna element. Leveraging recent
advances in near threshold circuit and oscillator designs, these components could be real-
ized with an energy budget on the order of nanoamps [12]. As nodes shrink, however, their
physical antennas necessarily shrink as well, significantly reducing antenna gain. Electri-
cally small UWB antennas are still an active area of research, but the smallest antennas
yielding high efficiency (near 0 dBi) are around 1 cm in diameter [97]. A recent effort to
optimize antennas for mm-scale nodes has shown that narrowband mm-scale antennas re-
alize gains of around -15 dBi within the Slocalization frequency range [11]. Assuming a
similar correlation to achievable UWB antenna gain along with the doubling in path loss
affected by the backscatter link, the the Slocalization system would be required to realize
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another 30 dB of gain. This 30 dB of additional gain makes the integration times required
for the current system intractable, but higher instantaneous bandwidth (up to 49× = 17 dB)
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Design resources for the projects covered in this dissertation are all freely available online
from the Lab11 website. Specific code repositories for these projects are listed below.
SurePoint Personal Localization System
http://github.com/lab11/polypoint
Harmonium Robotic Navigation System
http://github.com/lab11/fast-square
Slocalization Asset Tracking System
http://github.com/lab11/slocalization
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